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BUR RILL NATIONAL BANK

fct-LSWORTH,

Morrisey

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPPICE,

MAINE

In

effect, June 30, 7019.

Week Days.
Frov Wkst—7.00, 7.18, 11.60 am; 4.80 7.08
p m.
From Bast—12.25, 3.41, 5.43, 10.37
p m. (10.37
mall not distributed until
morn-

Banking Methods of To day

based upon the
principles reorganized and applied in the operation
of the Federal Reserve
System. You

rollowing

are

it

to

yourself to transact your
business
with a bank which
hanking
is a member of this system.
owe

mails close

m.

at postopfich

Week

days.

Ooing West-12 m; 8.10, 6.16 and
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 p m.

9pm.

9

pm.

Registered mail should be at postoffice hall
an

hour before mail closes.
WEATHER

SILVY &

OARAGE

.

MAIN

UNNEHAN,

STREET

INC.

.

For

and

ending

and

Overland Cars

now

—

70—

61-

66—

54

our

fair
fair

‘ad’ every week for Bargains.

broke

Bolle< 1 ();iis. pkg

.25

package, quality unsurpassed

pecial Carpet Brooms
Circle (Ri Brand
It

i* a

have been able to offer you for

Compound Tartar,

Vet substitute for Cream of

p

litire V heat Flour. •"> lb
I* i- the Oi l

K

'n

-"a

Bulk,

bow

•s

Crist Mill brand

.74
long

a

time

lb

.35

Tartar

pkg

.45

the second

one

Mr. and
a

tree

Mrs.

J.

.25

ill be higher

v,

S'Vf't Mustard Pickles, lb
i»z

butty
1'

link

s

them, i

s

Pure Cider

r-

I*

I ;

^ 'ift
U

>5\Vi:t

Pride

can’t
s

very appetizing

who have

best

pickles,

Soap,

use

.45
.50

this kind

yesterday

Margaret E. Lord, who
here, left to-day

bar

.06

lb

.29

It does pay to pay cash.

^Cash

and

summer

accepted

and

Carry” Grocer,

_

first

boy

been

spending

the

summer

has

spent

for

Utica,

Henry Dendall

and wife

Hoboken

of

guests of Pearl S. Thorsen and wife in
Ellsworth and at their West Hancock
are

George Swett, with little daughter
Margaret, of Camden, who has been visiting friends in Ellsworth, returned yes-

Ellsworth

3

position

for the

She

coming

the

child

will

receive

medical

treatment.

Co&k, wife and daughter
Boston spent a few days last
week with Mr. Cook’s parents, James L.
Stella of

Cook and wife.

who

have

year in

"■•uicn

juruau

huu

wlie

oi

rieriin,

Reprosen

OF

nsurance

Co.

as

HARTFORD, CONN.

C. BURRILL

been

SON

—Established 1807—

visiting her parents,
wife, returned to

and

some

of the

leading companies

of this and foreign countries

nurse
tiss M. Elizabeth
Googins

The Best on the Market

FILMS
No. 2

Brownie

Printed,

Films Developed and

28c

Brownie and all other 6 ex.
Films Developed and Printed,
40c
i 24 hour service,
Cash with Order
No. 2 A

94

ST.,

telephone

ELLSWORTH
149-3

STANWOOD’S PHOTO CO.
Harrington,

Cove

their Contention

Maine

only

four rehearsals

be-

festival at Bangor.
wife, who have
vacation at Contention

Rev. R. B. Mathews and
been

Cove,

spending

a

have returned

vices will

FIRE and automobile insurance

[ --'‘ting

there will be

fore the

&

bijou
ODD

Charlie

Those who took the State teachers’ exami nation in Ellsworth last Friday were:

was a
good attendance at the
meeting at Hancock hall Monday
evening, when Hon. Paul D. Sargent,
engineer of the Maine highway com-

mission, explained clearly

the

need of

picture.

Also a 5-reel

in the

Charles M. Goodwin and

Harry Howland,
issued, are

large. They

Bangor,

and

reported

last

were

Portland in

as

a

but

was

was

not the

of

Biuehill,

worth

was

municipal

brought before the Ellscourt Monday on com-

reach-

to Ellsworth.

be resumed at

the

Ser-

Congrega-

tional church next Sunday.
The board of registration is in session
this week, at the aldermen’s room in
Hancock

Cosy Little Home,
Leola Lucy and Chas. Hart
Don’t Cry Frenchy. Don’t Cry,
Geo. Ballard
Don’t Forget the Salvation Army,

Henry
Calais,
wanted, answering
only in similarity of

hall, from 9

a.

m.

to 1

p. m.,

2 to 5 and 7 to 9 p. m. No new names will
be received after 5 p. m. Friday.
Next Wednesday evening, music-lovers
of Ellsworth will have the privilege of
in person Miss Marie Morrisey,
American contralto, whose voice is
familiar to many through the Edison.
Re-creations of her voice on the Edison
machine will be a feature of the concert,

hearing
the

giving opportunity

for

comparison.

Miss

program has been set forward one
The fair opened yesterday
with a

first-day attendance,
game and

a

rattling

day.
good
ball

good races, the rain holding off
long enough tor the races to be finished.
There is a tine exhibition of farm produce, and the girlsr canning clubs make an
especially noteworthy exhibit.
Following is a summary of yesterday’s
races;
2.24 Class, Purse $175.
Frances, blm, by Castine (Gallagher).
Dewey, chg, by Stiletto C. (Buz-

zed).

To-morrow’s game will be beEllswmrth and Biuehill, and Friday’s game between Biuehill and Bucks-

port.

Victor

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

GAUTHIER & YOUNG

j

cents; dance, 50 cents.
Wednesday evening, Sept 10, at Hancock
hall—Song recital by Miss Marie
Morrisey. Tickets free at E. F. Robinson’s.
FAIR

Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Tailor,

ing,

DATES.

also

Also Fur Work

Sept. 10,11—Eden fair.
Sept. 16—Pamola grange fair, Hancock.
Sept. 17 and 18— North Ellsworth fair.
Sept. 24— Narramissic grange fair, Or-

Special Rate for caring for Men's Clothing
by Month. One suit dry cleansed and pressed
weekly, $3 a month. Clothing called for and
delivered.

Corner Main

land.

Sept. 24—Mariaville

Give

1—Greenwood

Oct.

grange

brook.

FAMILY

10—Butler

family

at

Hardison’s

West Franklin.

Sept. 6—Meeting
grange
ham.

Hancock

streets,

trial.

It you

are

If you are satisfied tell
not satisfied, tell us.

FANS

TOASTERS

REUNIONS.

Jellison family at home of
Sept. 6
Martin Saulsbury, Ellsworth Falls.
Sept. 6—Tracy family at Goulds boro

Sept.

us a

fair, East- j others;

8—Schoodic grange fair, Franklin. ;

and

ELLSWORTH

grange fair at Ma-

riavUle.

Dressmaking

Pressing, Cleansing and Repairing of all kinds
Remodeling and Dyeing

Sept. 2, 3, 4—Bluehill fair.

Oct.

and Edison Machines
and Records

|

COUNTY.

Time—2.22V4 ; 2.23; 2.23%.
Yesterday’s ball game between Ellsworth and Bucksport is reported elsewhere.

E. F. ROBINSON

sion 25

grove,

Ill
2 2 3
3 3 2
4 4 4

Metropolitan Quartet

REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST

Point.
12 2 2
3 3 3

Fred Wilkes, bg, (Grindle).
3
Time—2.23K»; 2.28; 2.28%; 2.31%.
2.22 Class, Purse $176.
Zim B., chg, by Simpson (Callaway).
Joe Hunter, chg, (McLaughlin)
George Gay, bg, (Piper)..
Dean Patch, bis, (Sanford).

tween

!
|
|

—

2 111

Arthur Fields and male chorus
a Key to My Cellar,
A1 Bernard
Arthur Fields
Breaking Baby Doll,
Z
Frenchy, Come to Yankeeland.
Bi’ly Murray and male chorus
I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles,
Helen Clark and Geo. Ballard
Orchestra
Tears, Fox-trot, Tuxedo Dance,
Turkestan.
Premier Quartet
You’re Still an Old Sweetheart of Mine.

Everybody Wants

Heart

man

Friday evening, Sept. 5, at Hancock
by Capt. Richmond P. Hobson on national prohibition.
Monday, Sept. 8, at Hancock hall—Concert and dance by Catholic club. Admis-

Specials

Gall of the

a

hall—Lecture

cylinder records

August

Ford car, which it is
stolen in Bangor.

who

sent

Old model

eluded the officers at

A young man by the name of
Howland was arrested last week at

speak,

Edison Amberola Records

for whom warrants have been
still at

believed

to

•Tust Received

McKinley Robbery.
no new developments
McKinley robbery the past week.
The

ing

expected

ADMISSION, J5-25e

There have been

tinuation

was

Chaplin

picture, “SUNNYSIDE”
First showing in the State of Maine.

in three reels.

the

proposed bond issue for the conof permanent road improvement in Maine. Hon. Fulton J.
Redman,

Q

in bis latest million dollar

Thelma

mass

BUILDING

TTuesday, Sept.

of his many friends awaited him.
Mr.
and Mrs. Jordan left yesterday for a visit
to Mrs. Jordan’s former home in Mars
Hill and to attend the Presque Isle fair.

Johnson of Salisbury
Elementary,
Cove and Martha Osgood of
Bluehill;
secondary, Arthur Jellison of West Sulliof
van, Evelyn Gray
Brooklin and Irene
Conners of Sullivan; special, manual
Edna
M.
training,
Havey, West Sullivan.
Supt. Stevens of Ellsworth conducted the
examination.

theatre:

F-El_L_OWS

have

Cook

MAINE

^__

telegram of regret.
the
description
A marriage of interest took place in
Chicago,
occupied Mrs. F. Ellsworth last week, when Miss Hilda H. names. A man who showed up in RockW. Hollins’ house a few weeks, have reland a few' days ago, seeking to 6ell the
Willrich of Washington, D. C., became
turned to their homes.
has been detained by the
the wife of George Barton Wetmore of suspected sloop,
Rockland police. He is said to have had
C. P. DeLaittre and wife left Thursday
N.
B.
The
Sussex,
ceremony was perabout $100 worth of morphine and opium
for Aitkin, Minn., Mrs. Josephine Farrell formed
by Rev. J. W. Tickle of the Uniin his possession.
for Montezuma, Iowa, and Mrs. Thomas tarian church. The
bride is a daughter
DeLaittre for Minneapolis.
of Consul Gebhard Willrich of WashingCOMING KVKNT&.
Mrs. John Q. Adams is moving a part of ton, *ind the groom was a major in the
her household goods
to Newtonville, Canadian army during the recent war.
Wednesday evening, Sept. 3, at Hancock
Mass., where she and her daughter Helen They are spending the summer in Brookhall—Concert by Francis’American Indian
lin.
will live the coming winter.
orchestra, followed by dance. Admission,
Mrs. M. L. Kimball and son Houghton,
Melville H. Haskell, a summer resident
25 cents; dance 50 cents.
who

cottage, “Sunnycliff.”
The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet
Friday evening at Society hall at 7.45.
All members are requested to be present,

Marine and Automobile Insurance

ELLSWORTH,

( Office 14
Telephones. ) Resic(ence 144.

Miss Harris of Boston and Miss Favor

tree and wife at

fVIAirsI STREET

TAPLEY BUILDING,

N. H., were in Ellsworth a few days tbe
past week. It was Mr. Jordan’s first
visit to Ellsworth since his marriage in
June last, and the warm congratulations

j

CO.

General Insurance and Real Estate

leave for Co-

will

There

J. \V. Tickle, with infant daughter
Luella, left this morning for Portland,
Mrs.

where

a

TAlMvlvY,

W.

past few years, has

plaint of Game Warden Macomber, to
Norway Tuesday.
A Postal Card Will Bring Me
The Unitarian Sunday school will meet answer to two charges, one for illegal
to your residence within ten days if you
of firearms, as a non-resident,
L live within a thirty-mile circuit of EUs- at the usual hour next Sunday. After the possession
worth, as I am receiving letters from all session, there will be a meeting of those and |the other for hunting on Sunday.
directions daily, even from Bangor.
The minimum fine was imposed in both
I interested in
continuing the school.
make a nominal charge for the call and
cases, $25 on the first charge and $10 on the
Charles C. Frazier, formerly of Ellssame
examination—the
charge
your
but the first fine was remitted.
family physician makes for his general worth, and Mrs. Anna F. Kielly of 63 second,
He paid the fine of ;$10 and the costs in
call.
Borden avenue, Long island City, N. Y.,
to $30, according to the cause, and the trouble it were married Aug. 28, at Brooklyn, N. Y. both cases, amounting to $15.58 more.
?rom
willtaiJL*e®
A*^to adjust your
eyes to comfortable glasses.
K. S. Leighton and wife who have been
HLITKH1LL FAIR POSTPONED.
Edward H. Baker
spending a mouth at their cottage here,
returned Monday to their home in EverGraduate
and
Optometrist
Registered Eye Specialist,
Telpnhn*
Opened Yesterday, and Will con0ne: ,46‘11
ett, Mass. Charles Jordan of Everett
65 0ak St*’ Eltaworth, Me.
tinue Through Thursday and
is now at the cottage.
ruirt
°*
In Maine summers and in Pennsylvania
optical experience.
Friday.
^iuters^unomeexSLU8*ve
Samuel T. iWhite and wife of Bangor
office days: Saturdays, Mondays,
Tuesdays. Hunday by appointment
Rain to-day has caused the
postand Miss Elizabeth V. Morrison of Bosponement of the Biuehill fair, and the
-J.
A.
ton, are guests of Judge Harry L. CrabTHOMPSON

^-Qultable Fire and Marine

O.

at

their home in

-

Union Trust Co.

to-morrow.

hasset

Y., for the winter.

James JL.

119

:

this

of the fair.

Cohasset, Mass.

Francis’ American Indian orchestra will
give a concert at Hancock hall this evening. A dance will follow.

of

offer you this much longer at this price

Shortening,

day

Isle normal school the

wrist.

Arthur L.

Vinegar, gal

Pickling Vinegar, gal

u warn ihe

s

are

.25

none better than this

Heinz V bite
•

1

you are not already deriving the benefits and advantages offered
bank, we extend an invitation to become a customer, feeling
confident that you will be highly pleased with the results.

Mrs. C. I. Welch and daughter Helen,

B.

terday.

ii>

ney's and it

If

by

There will be dinners and suppers
day, and a midnight supper the
second evening in connection with the
dance. A chicken dinner will be served

I he ladies of the Catholic club will
give
concert and dance at Hancock hall, next

N.

we

resources and experience of this bank, its efficient and conmanagement, and the efforts of officials and employees to in
every way please and satisfy its patrons, place this bank in a particularly
strong position, and enable it to render banking service of the very
To this our customers in Hancock and Washington
highest order.
counties, numbering more than 6,000, can testify.

each

Emerson of Belfast is in Ells-

Thomas, son of
Holmes, fell from

Mrs.

Hest broom value

The

servative

Harry C. Achorn of Brookline, Mass., their Shady Nook cottage, have returned
aas joined his family here for his vacato Ellsworth. Miss Welch, who has been
teacher of domestic science at
tion.
Presque

the

•*..ze

The merit of a bank lies in its strength and in the
application of its
strength for the benefit of its depositors and the community.

her

time.

18.

03.37

Miss Agnes Dowd of Boston, a classmate at Smith college, is the guest of
Miss Muriel Byard.

Lsr,'

day, celebrated

same
same

North Ellsworth Farmers club is

The

Monday evening.

Beckei

the

Surplus and Profits, $150,000
$2,000,000

over

busy with preparations for its fair on
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 17 and

There will be a regular meeting of the
aoard of trade next Monday
evening.

a

>

at the

Mrs. W.P. Woodward. This is his
visit here in five years,
though as a
he spent most of his summers here.

worth this week.

1 1917 Dodge Roadster
3 Ford Cars
Watch

Midnight Tuesday,

was

hand:

on

on

birthday

g/^

Capital, $100,000
Deposits,

midnight. J

at

Tressa

Second-hand Cars

years old

Mrs. George F. Higgins and
daughter
Ruth, who have been spending a week
in Ellsworth at the home of Mrs.
Higgins’ parents, Clifford E. Cousins and

.05
rain,fair
cloudy,rain .37
rain,cloudy
cloudy .03
5066—
cloudy
cloudy
6670—
rain
.88
cloudy
rotal precipitation for August,
3.07
Vverage temperature for 9
64.00
Joolest Aug. since 1912 wheu average
Sat
Sun
VI on

Service

AGEXTRFOK

Dodge, Chevrolet

Miy

wife, returned Tuesday to their home in
Malden, Mass. They were accompanied
by Mr. Higgins, who came Sunday.
Weather
PrecipTemperature
conditions,
itation
Sergt. Harold Woodward of Bogota,
N. J., w ho has just received his honorable
12 m
foreuoon afternoon
Wed
546#~
fair
discharge from service in the U. S.
rain
.03
rhurs 56—
68fair
fair
marines, is visiting his grandmother,
Fri
52—
72—

.

123

Night

ELLSWORTH.

at

.Sept. 2, 1919.

PUBLIC CARS
Day

IN

Ending

From observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation
giveu in inches for the
twenty-four hours

ELLSWORTH

TELEPHONE

Week

trust Company
|jll§ unionEllsworth,Maine

Mrs. Carrie E. Bridges, Mr. and Mrs.
Coleman Bridges and daughter
Dorothy,
Miss Phoebe Bridges, Arthur and
Irving
Bridges of New Jersey and Mrs. A.
Bridges and daughter Elsie of Chicopee
Falls, Mass., have been guests at the
Davis farm for the past two weeks.

Sundays.
Going West—3.10, 5.16 and
No mail East Sunday.

Nn. 33

Young, has returned to his home in
Haverhill, Mass. His uncle, Julius Young,
accompanied him, and will visit relatives
iu Haverhill,
Stoneham, Boston and LawMrs. Phoebe Bridges of
Wes$ Hancock
celebrated her eighty-third birthday last
Sunday at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. M. M. Davis.
Her great-granddaughter Miss Dorothy, who was five

Sundays.
From West—7,11.60 a m: 7.08 p
No mail from east Sunday.

ENTERED AS «KC'ONi>- CLASS MATTER
AT THE BLLRWORVR PORTORPIPB

I

atrijertiMmrot*.

rence.

ing.)

1919.

comes here under the

auspices
of the Edison dealer in
Ellsworth, E. F.
Robinson, and free tickets for the concert
will be distributed by him.
Winslow Stanley, who has spent the
summer with his grandmother, Mrs. Rose

MAILS RECEIVED.

The

Stmerkan.

of

Hancock Pomona

with New Century grange, Ded- i

J. F. Studer

ELECTRICIAN
House Wiring a Specialty
Estimates Gladly Given

Call and see the new Madra
Day Light, Blue Light
and Natural

Light

Vacuum Cleaners for sale

and rented
Mountain !
FARM LIGHTING
grange.
IRONS
HOUSE PLANTS
Tel. 205.2
Sept. 8 and 9—Annual meeting Hancock
United Baptist association at South PeWhen the mailorder house finds a
nobscot.
town whose local merchants do not adSept. 11—County Sunday school conven- vertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing
tion at Seal Harbor.
hst.

Sept. 6—Meeting

of Green

Pomona grange w’ith Mariaville

StibcTttMmrntg

fflutual Benefit Column,

MOTHER AND CHILDREN GRATEFUL
East Boston, Mass., at 23 Lamson
contented family of three children
and the mother l;ve, daily thanking in si-

right. It may interest
recently my youngest

In

street,Ja

sick and it

a

was

you to know that
child was terribly
serious case. We all

lence the kind neighbor who helped them
when they were sick. Mrs. Nellie Woodford is the

mother,

and she writes the fol-

lowing letter to Dr. J. F. True & Co..
“Having heard about your medicine from
my neighbors and druggist, I wondered if
your Dr. True’s Elixir wasn’t what I needed. I am a hard-working wo.can, working six hours) every day for the Peun

Realty Trust Company in Boston, lu
ing this work 1 use a lot of strength.

“Helpful

Its Motto:

and

doBe-

Ellsworth,

of my three children wore me out.
I guess my nerves got out of kilt first.
1 worried a lot and seemed to get tired
I lost my

appetite. 1

was

sick.

was

bor.
After a short time 1 began to cheer up
ana
be myself jagain.
My bowels were
soon in order, and I noticed that the dizzy
I think your Elixir
spells had left me.
wonderful. 1 am working every day now,
getting stronger and picking up my appetite. I feel full of gratitude toward Dr.
True’s Elixir.
The
children
sometimes eat things
which don’t agree with them, when 1 am
not around to see, and then cramps and
I just get out my
constipation follow.
bottle of Dr. True’s Elixir and find no
trouble in getting them to take some. It
is easy to take. Their bowels are soon all

COUNTY NEWS

living:

Jean Judson of New York, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Wilde.

Mrs. EmilyjCoomhs, who has been visiting here, has returned to Washington,
where she has employment.
Mias Ethel Dyer has gone to Hancock to

Fairchild of Duluth, Minn.,
is the guest of Miss Lois Wilde.
Miss Grace

Thayer

are

nurse,

a

Staples
and

at their

work and

and wife.

niece,
Chelsea, Mass., and

are

and

Brockton,

wife of

Hersoin

Fatten, of

Frost,

and

with F. M.

Mrs. Bertha
Alice

and wife of Boston

Grindle

summer

sister Charlotte iias gone to

he-

Miss

Friends of

Mrs.

Mrs.

Miss Nina Fo>s ar
improving and will

home.

were

pital

operated
over a

Mrs.

latest enterprise in the village is the
of a garage by Soper brothers,
Herbert and Norman, recently returned
fromoverseas.

with T.

Gem.

Miss

ready to

and

they

home

Mr.

move as

soon

Hutchings

has returned

Aug.

mer

the

Norman Wilde, during her sumresidence here, came to a close Aug.
Mrs. Wilde made very interesting

meeting by

last

movement among

the

Ellsworth

is

operated

who

was

Bar

Harbor hospital,

on

the recital

EGYPT.
Mrs. Allan

of the

Christian workers

Grant has returned from Bar

Harbor.
Beatrice Bragdon is

Miss

visiting

in

Brewer.
Miss

Ruth Sawyer has returned from

|

visit to Bar Harbor.

J

with his

j

and wife.

Alton

grandparents,

E.

E.

Scammon

S.

Aug. 26.

being presented in the western
cities, particularly toward the foreign
element so largely represented there.
EASTBROOK.
is

visiting

at

Salisbury

Cove.

MisB Gladys McCollum of Jonesport

visiting

is

I Help Your Digestion

When acid-distressed, relieve the
indigestion vith

in town.

Rev. J. Lester Sherman and wife
Salisbury Cove are visiting here.
A. P.

irubfTTtsfmmtf

X.

Miss Etta Piper

Bunker,

who has been

visiting

in

Bar Harbor and Bangor, is home.
Mrs. Gertrude Duncan and children
have returned to their

home in

KMioiDS

of

Presque

Isle.

Dissolve easily on tongne—as
pleasant to take as candy. Keep
your stomach sweet, try Ki-aoMs
MADE BY SCOTT ft BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTT8 EMULSION

Walter Clow and family, who have been

Eat More Bread
Bread builds
and strength.

health

For delicious flavor and
for the greatest food

value, make
own

a

Darling of Brewer spent the week

now

Aug. 28.

woman

it in your

home with

were

boiled;

of

a

written,
happy birthday from
M.

WHITCOMB, HAYNES,

& WHITNEY

milk

sc

same as

him

$EWp

Miss Metis Sawyer, who has spent
weeks here, left Saturday.
Roswell Harding, who
ing in Boston^is home for

short

s

some

It

Mass., Friday.

Marsh,

where

j

a

was

^5'»

1

joined by pr. H.

dinner

'v%
IlliC

toTasn
[

wife, end Prof.
Cl«nc«y,
Euward. Than they went to

vaca-

Miss Asta Erpstar, who has spent her
vacation at F. C. Allen’s, left tor Newton,

were

and

tion.

Miss

^
^

Mias

been work- : they

has

wlfe^^
Hi
’°a

•*

nerved

mjm

fine time.
A.ujf. 25

tlQc,

second assistant superinof the Lowell general

Supt.

nurses

E. l„

’Linscott announces
tin schools in Sedpwiek
hospital, is at F. C. Allen’s.
will oner !* *
B. W. Thomas, head lineman for the fall term Monday, Sept. 8. ev„ rtk*
telephone company, who, with his family, North Sedgwick school, which •.***•
spent his vacation at lslesboro, returned riept. 15, willi the followini:
Hilh school, Owen Flye; Ooro
Sunday.
assistant. Vfllage, Ella
E.
Cole
Henry
pf Pittsburgh, Pa., has Imogene Grant; No. 8, Condot, t
Marian
purchased the cottage owned by Mrs. R. ! Blank’s Corner, Mrs. Oe
™*>’
.rce
W. Emerson, and is making extensive rt
Corner, DellaOrey; West 8e (a» <‘1’
on
it f&r occupancy another season, Lids
pairs
Green; tiidge, L‘**ie lira
*
Rev. Mr. Kailman, Miss Aatrid and I Sedas ick, Orendie Mason.

'!*’

j

J

iUjbntisnncnts.

tided and

John Thomas and wife of New York are
O.
already ; visiting Mrs. Thomas’ mother, Mrs.
tried it, and pronounced it very comfort- i Lizzie K. Gray.
seat in the Mutuals’ chair. Ann and
K. and Aunt Mary P. have
a

able.
for your
way the

j

Women Should Take
special care to keep free from headache, backache, constipation, weakness and depression.
For these recurring ailments and other conditions

women, Beecham’s Pills are a
d effectual remedy.
They act gently
nd \ -nnptly c.n the stomach, liver and bowels,
tncl e: ert a
:, strengthening effect on the
oot
These famous pills are pur
y functions.
\cgtiabie, c : ...In io habit-forming drug, :.n.
produce no disagreeable after-effects. Women
iv- world over, hud needed
help and strength in

peculiar to

tested

p-

••

■

r.i*

S'"

s

f/j
l.ar< -at Sc.2
*

-'t

on*

Any

Medicine in the World”

e* Sp-'-i'-l Value to Women
Uurwaghout the world.

with Every Box.
In Boxes, 10c., 25c

are

•/ oru:/»ti

Joseph Kingman and wife of Massachusetts have arrived at “Smile Awhile” cot-

i tage, South Penobscot.
presence
Mrs. Maggie Hodgkins. of Lamoine arthe day, rived
Wednesday to accompany her
was omitted in the list of those
present; I mother, Mrs. Inez Carter, to Bar Harbor
Miss Arline Merrill deserves “honorable
hospital. All regret that it has again been
mention.”
found necessary for Mrs. Carter to go to
The following remembrance card came
the hospital.
one mail late for the 14th.
Misses Jennie and Ellen Leathers of
Dear M. B‘»Massachusetts are guests of Mrs. Florence
I wish you all a happy day and a
good time,
which I know you will all have, and wish I! Peaslee.
could be with you. How nice it would be to
Jesse aud Fred Wessel are hauling
have Sadie with yon. I know she would have staves to North
Brooksville.

j

the

seat of honor, and she and
you ail would
so much.
I received a nice letter
from her and must answer it.
My aunt called
on me Monday.
She is nearly eighty-four
years old, but looks about sixty.

enjoy it

Pansy.

Dear Jf. B. Friends:
You missed a pleasant reunion, those of
you who did not get there. The day was all
that could be hoped for, as far as rain
goes,
and it did rain surely, aud. yes,
steadily, but
Jennie and I did not get wet this time, and
Dalt, was there and seemed to enjoy it, too.
Aud such a good time as we had: Now, this
is not the write-up. No! No! It needs a
ready pen to do that. I did not promise I
would write a letter within six months.
Why, do I hear someone say, well,
"Promises are lightly spoken vows, on
Which we bliudly build:
Uttered,
to be brokeu, go forever

The Gray reunion was held in Oak grove
Wednesday, with 125 present. The following program was successfully carried
out: Address of welcome, Dorothy Gray;
duet, Misses Irma aud Thelma Grindle;
music, Bluehill orchestra. Interesting remarks were made by Dr. Otis Littlefield,
Caro Gray and others, after which danc-

ing

Thousands of housewives hereabouts hart

placed the SUPREME CLASS A1 mark of
school days on SUPERBA Food Products.
The excellence of these goods is sure to
appeal to your family circle.
SUPERBA

Why

on

the Label—SUPERB for your Table.
and

try SUPERBA Canned Goods, Teas
the Case—assorted; it’s economical.

not

Coffees? Buy
THE dealer in your neighborhood sells the SUPEPBA line
019

MILLIKEN-TOMLINSON CO.

and games were enjoyed the remainthe day.
The following officers

der of

Portland. Maine.

Dr. Otis Littlefield, president; Koscoe D. Gray, vice-president;
committee
of
Martin
arrangements,
Peaslee, Preston, Caleb aud Montel Gray,

erb

were

Mrs.

chosen:

Josephine Gray, Dorothy, Ruby

and

Gray. There were friends present
from Connecticut, New York, Dedham,
Orland and Surry. A
jeneral good time
is reported.
Delia

Sept.

onl^r

1.

You Will Use I^ess Coffee Per Cup

X.

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Have not bothered you for a long time with I
Services were held at the church Sunletters, but I shall just this once. On the
14th inst, a car with a young man for chauf- day morning by Rev. Chester
Smith, asfeur stopped at my door, and I went out with sisted
by Rev. Mr. Hailey, missionary.
my lunch basket, and stepped in. Oh, yes,
Foster Blake is visiting his mother,
there were others already in the car. Didn’t
think for a moment that a young man would Mrs. W. H. Prevear, before resuming his
want to carry an
elderly party to Bluehill studies at U. ot M.
alone on a day like that, no, the other tw«
Mrs. Lois Page, who has been
were
younger, of course, and, would you
believe it, they kept up such a
chattering
I could hardly get a word in edgewise. We
were about the
first arrivals, and then,

coming, coming, until there
quite a goodly number. Many ! did not
recognireat first but they soon made themselves known, and also felt.
Then came the dinner, and
such good
things to eat! Aunt Mary had a delicious
pie and there was chicken salad, and chicken
that wasn’t a salad, and oh, I can’t tell
everything, of half .of them. Yes, there was beet
salad, was that it, 8. J. Y? If it was, please
send the recipe; it was fine. Did we have
any cake? why, yes, what a question to ask.
soon, more were
was

You bother me so that I can’t tell half.
Yes, cakes that were frosted and cakes that
were not frosted, filled cakes,
plain cakes,
light cakes, dark cakes, little cakes, big
cakes and all sorts of cakes. The tables
fairly
groaned with their weight.
We missed so many faces, Aunt Maria, and
Ford, and Aunt Maria’s other sisters and
Betsey Prig. I have alway s longed to see her,
and know her, not merely by name, but to
shake her hand. I sigh to know them all,
but people seem to change so much from year
I

Harrietts Cole, Mi
r
Farnham and Miss
n„]
mere a
trip recently |„ c«pt,
Ilf Iiluahtie^ i*t hfi ffll*.
“the Idler,”
houseboat,
Miss

j

8EDO WICK.

you would

your

must mention

dear old lady, Aunt
Mary Peters, bright in intellect as any of our
she
has
although
young,
passed the fourscore mark,I believe, but it doesn’t seem possible. She certainly has grown old gracefully. And B. E. 8., too, who has been so ill,
and yet seemed so brave, and Au nt Madge
one

itomisnnnua

FLOUR

pint

B. Sisters.”

seriously

ill,

is

slowly improving.

Misses Ruth Curtis and Gertrude AylRockland are visiting Miss Curtis’ grandmother, Mrs. Annie Closson.

Sept.

1.

X.
____

ASHV1LLE.

Raymond Orcutt

is

visiting

Prince-

in

l^-l

Will buy

Eleanor Donnell of South Gouldsboro
guest of Louise Small.

is the

Mrs. E. E. Hragdon, who has been with
Mrs. Nathaniel Noyes at Sullivan two
weeks, !b home.
J. Schieffelin held services at the
on Sunday morning.
His talk was
the “Colored Men of this
Country.”

a

Big Package of I

W.

chapel
on

Miss Villa Orcutt, who has been employed at Northeast Harbor, is at home
for two weeks before leaving for Rockville, Conn.,to teach.
Aug.

25._Phocbf,
WEST HANCOCK.
McFarland

Bath.

has

*

employment

Mrs. Jesse Brown has returned from
visit at Hampden.

Miss Lets Tracy is visiting her brother
Howard in Bar Harbor.

ceiving congratulations on the birth of
a daughter, born
August 8.
a“K- 25M. M. M.
_

Be prepared for Summer.
Buy a
Dr. SETH ARNOLD'S .BALSAM.

POSTUM

Cereal

a

Scott’s Emulsion
Bloomfield, N. J.

25 Cents

Mrs. Clara Bickford visited at Gouldsboro the past week.

Mrs. Walter Clark of
Brighton, Mass.,
is visiting her father, Thomas
Graves.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Scammon are re-

Scott St Bowne,

IlH

ton.

Henry Milliken and family of Corinna
Bpent the week-end here.

Soott’s Emulsion will halo
any child grow.

Premium coupon in each.
Thurston and Kingsbury Co.f Bangor, Maine

ward of

Nature placed the growth-promoting “vitamins” in the oil of
the cod-fish—this explains why

is so definite in its help to a child
of any age.
Latter-day science
reveals that the “vitamins” are
needful for normal growth.

means real economy.
Surely you will wish to practiae real eca>
days. Buy the Yellow Label round carton, lettered in black and gold

Arthur Chapman of Washington, D. C.,
spent the past week with bis daughter,
Mrs. Harvey i'orrey.

at

THE EXPLANATION

Less coffee

omy these
of your dealer.

Frank Jenkins of New York is at the
Smallidge cottage.

Sherman

William
Tell

1

lard and sugar

Misses Florence and Sylvia Cline of
i New York are visiting Walter Clement
auu men iouowea a
long list of familiar and wife.
names. Will each one of
Mrs. Abbie Sellers and three children of
you please accept
my sincere thanks for the choice gift, and Massachusetts, are visiting Mrs. Sellers’
the assurance that I greatly
appreciate it, sister, Mrs. Mae Carter.
and hope to have the pleasure of
seating
Miss Annabel Ferguson of Haverhill,
M.
B.
in
every
it—not at one and the same
Mass., is a guest at Roscoc Carter s.
of
time,
course, but each in his or her
Roscoe Gray has sold his oxen to Brooktarn.
lin parties.
I hope “Aunt Mary’s John” will call on
Freeman Gray has bought the Frank
his way to a meeting to be held in an
adjoining town very soon, so that I can Staples house, and is having it moved to
personally welcome him as an M. B. land formerly owned by Sabrina Gray,
member, (thanks for his poem) and give which he has purchased of A. A. Goode 11.
wishes for

STY

GO

as

27.

as

has

Mrs.

24.

a

surprise

boftie.

now

The vesper services which have been
conducted at the Congregational church,

by

of

days with Caroline and

here.

are

convenient for
recently sold his
former home to Pearl Ames of Leach's
Point, who will soon occupy it.

all.

Hagerthy

visiting
Joseph Anderson,
for appendicitis at

Kingfield.

are

Vena

Mrs. H. H. Hopkins’ sister, Mrs. F. M.
Stevenson, and her son, of Lynn, Mass.,

E. L. Narbis and wife and Mrs. Alice
G. Brown plan to move into the Trim
house in a few days. Mrs.* Brown, in the
early summer, sold her residence to W.

Hutchings,

William Ayles of Center is visiting
J. Hopkins and wife.

spending a few
Mary Koval.

I. L. Eldridge, wife and son and daughter, Warren and Gladys, who have been
guests of A. R. Soper and C. E. Valentine

S.

hos-

THEN TON.

The

Monday

M. G.

Aug. 25.

building

in

over a

Many thanks to you “Charity”
Lyman Wilbur and fine report of the reunion. Home
glnd to know they are name of one little lady, whoae
soon be
home. They added
much to the pleasures of

upon at the E.
week ago.

sisters.

for their home

—

cooled;

Massachusetts to attend school.

Miss Evelyn Buck and nephew, Lanphearn Buck, of Fall River, Mass., are
visiting their cousins, Fred Buck and

left

time, have moved

some

Sidney Jordan returned to his home in
Jamaica Plain, Mass.. Saturday. His wife
and daughter will go later.

Miss

Arthur

Machias

at

home.

ORLAND.

Albert
Mass.,

acknowledge the receipt of a
Bar Harbor views called “Beautiful Bar Harbor1* from Mr. and Mrs. C. P.
DeLaittre. Thanks for the remembrance.
I am sorry to hear that E. is quite poorly.
I am not sure whom I snould credit
with the following recipes, but think
either Jasmine or Edwina.
Kicn Bread
Four
large
potatoes
peeled and boiled, mash through the potato masher;
2
rice
cups
(cooked),
cold; 1 pint of water in which the potaI wish to

book of

my age would i use for rfiTsed bread, 1
yeast cake, flour
great as that? 1 have fora
■batter; rise until light, then add
not recovered from it yet. When a deliv- ;
salt and flour enough to knead real stiff.
ery wagon came into the yard late the
Then let rise again, put in pans and bake
afternoon of August 23, 1 thought the
same as any raised bread.
Thjs is great
driver had made some mistake, as we had
bread. You can use half the recipe; l do,
ordered nothing that day, But he insisted
with 1 yeast cake; it makes two large
it was all right, the name was right there,
loaves.
and he proceeded to place on the
piazza a
Date Pie One pountt dates, 1 quart
lovely oak mission chair to which was
2
salt and nutmeg. Chop dates
attached, by a dainty blue ribbon, a milk, eggs,
and add milk, put on back of stove until
sealed envelope. There was no
mistaking warm and add
eggs; makes two pies.
the address; it wis in very plain handwriting. Enclosed in it was a sheet of
WEST SEDGWICK.
paper on which was
“With best

get

have your Elixir to thank for relieving ter
o
of stomach worms.
When 1 gave it
Louise it acted like magic, and fixed her
up after only two doses.”
Signs of worms are:
Constipation,
hardened full helly, swollen upper lip,
sour stomach, offensive breath, and occasional pains, pale face ot leaden tint, exes
heavy and dull, twitching eyelids, itching
of the nostrils, and short dry coughs,
grinding of the teeth, little red points
sticking out on the tongue, starting during sleep, slow fever. If your child! n
show any of these symptoms, start giving
Dr. True's Elixir, the Family Laxative and
It has done
Worm Expeller. at once.
wonders for children and grown-ups since
1851. AT ALL DEALERS.

auy of

tendent of

|

you suppose

from the druggist which my friends
brought in, but nothing did any good. My
bowels were out of order, my‘breath bad,
and I was shaky all over.
Worst of all,
the terrible headaches came.
It seemed 1
had suffered years before your Dr. True’s
Elixir was brought in to me by a neigh-

aa

writing; within

still, my dear M. B’s., the constant
refrain you would hear if you were here ]
toes
is “Why did they do it?” And how did

took medicine

I

young

in

Me.

And

rest didn’t do any good.
I always had one special doctor for myself and the children, but he was out of

as

The limit
six months.
letters for any of you is not that length
of time. Come again, Irish Molly.
of

“I love It! I love it!
And who shall dare
To chide me for loving
My new arm-chair?”

overtaken

dizzy spells, my eyes got blurred,
and I soon found I had to stay home from
work. I didn't do any housework, but the

town when I

Hopeful

The purposes of this column are succlnc y
stated In the title and motto—It la for the mutual
benefit, and aims to l>c helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good, H la for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given It In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of

care

Madge seemed

I think I have said quite enough for one
time. I wish I could say more, but maybe I
will let you off easier the next time. Now, I
will not need to write again, will I, Aunt
Madge, for another six months? But, oh, that
delightful dinner we had and Aunt Madge's
house was dry and warm, but It was awful
wet outside. I am anxious to see the writeIrish Molly.
up.
It WR8 Jasmine who put in the proviso

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Tbs American,

Bides’this, looking after my house and the

easy.
with

And Uncle

“MIKT MADOU”.

EDITRD BY

bottle of
The best

remedy for all Bowel Complaints. Warranted
by Alexander’s (Pharmacy.—Adel.

weighing

pound,
What

over a

net.

are you

paying

for coffee?
?H5E5H5H5a5ra52525H5H52SH525H525'25H5H5E5aS2s‘

|

aoumumnents.

COUXTY NEWS
brooksville.

Pont get sick

meals.
Don’t hurry your
rest a
Don't eat when overtired,

few moments

in

Sanford,

vacation with her
and wife.

before eating.

is

been

spending

her

parents.Stillman Kench

Miss Irene Prescott of Bed g wick
was
guest of Lillian Closson last week.
'’8ra Moore is the guest of Mrs.
M. W. Priimn.
Aug. 26.
F_

the

w'ork that

belongs to rest or sleep.
Don’t borrow time for
of illness or disordered’digestion.
Don’t neglect the first symptoms
allow the bowels to become constipated, but if‘you are so

j

Don’t
unfortunate,
or two teaspoonfuls of “L. F.”
Atwood’s
DON’T delay taking one
Medicine on retiring at night. It has a record of sixty years and
and
to
relieve
constipation
biliousness.
fails
L-ver
All dealers have it in large bottles for fifty cents. Be sure to
F/ kind. A generous sample mailed free on request
ret the "L.
F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
the
iy

Miss Hazel Carter, who has been

ployed

at

Gray’s Inn,

has returned

em-

home.

Miss Vara Moore is visiting Mrs. M. W.
Primm.
Miss

ing

ilDbcrttsenuntB.

her

William Morris and wife of New
York !
living in the L. F. Morris house for a i
few months. Miss
Lillian C'losson is employed there.
Mrs. Hattie
Pinkham, who has been visIting her sister, Mrs. John Bowden, has !
returned to her home.
Mrs. Fred W. Pritnm is
having eatenJive repairs made on
her house.
1.
Bept.
are

Miss Elsie M.
Kench, who baB

teaching

sit.y, is s ending her vacation with
parents, Stillman Kench and wife.

Elsie Kench, who bas been attendschool at Columbia univer-

summer

NORTH BROOKLIN.
Howard Pervear has
purchased
3f Edward and
Laura Carter.

field

a

j

Q

Juhr

Uiles has sold a large tract of
blueberry land to John Thurston.
The daughters of Jesse
Staples of Hook-

land, Mass.,

are

visiting

homestead.

at the

Misses

rc a package

Wells summer

home.
Forrest Allen, who has been two
years

18
a

If you want to know what rare and
unusual enjoyment Camels provide
smoke them in comparison with any
cigarette in the world at any price!

N-

revelation any
way you consider them! Take qual ity,
or refreshing flavor and
fragrance; or, that
wonderful mellow-mild-smoothness you
never before got in a cigarette smoke! Yet
Camels are so full-bodied and so full-ofsatisfaction you marvel that so much delight could be put into a cigarette!

CAMELS

Smokers realize
that the value is in
the cigarettes and do

coupons!

on

during the

war

a

are

scientifically

5

THE FLAVOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

Leslie Candage and
wife of South
Bluehill were visitors here over
Sunday.
Hon. Charles Wood Bond has

cigarette

closed

his summer

home here and returned to

Boston.

^

Frederick Cole, jr., is home for a few
the Bath Iron
Works, visiting
his parents, F. L. Cole and wife.

days from
;:j

iliHijl:

nit'S

Once you know Camels you won’t
take much stock in premiums, coupons
or gifts!
You’ll prefer Camel quality!
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Winston-Salem, N. C.

i

Harry Candage, with
Waterville, is spending a

friend

a

from
old

week at hiB

home here.

Mrs. Harry Hamilton and
daughters,
have been occupying their summer
home here a few weeks, have

who

returned

to

Greenfield, Mass.
Margaret and Susie Wells and Josephine
Kilduff, who have spent a few days at
the Wells
homestead, have returned to
Roibury, Mass.
Julia May Spear, who has
spent the
summer with her
parents, Benjamin P.
Spear and wife, at the “Overlook,” returned to Somerville,
Ma38., Friday.
SePL L
Xenophon.
HANCOCK POINT.

COUNTY NEWS

BASEBALL.

Hancock Point baseball team has
so far had a fair
season, playing fifteen
games. Although
not
the
best team
in

this

NORTH ORLAND.

section,
boys have played
good ball in most of their games, and
have defeated such teams as
Harrington

behind the

plate,

and

both

and

hitting
.356, while

are

in

He

but four

is

hitting .292,

and

has

a

I

made

who has

played

hard

corner.

he

Pennsylvania.

good, and he
double plays during

figured in three
last four games.
Right field has been taken
either Hammond, who
can

position,

or

averages

are

one

of

the

care

of

just

ing

as

It’s

YOU

late to hop into the Prince Albert pleasurepasture ! For, P. A. is trigger-ready to give you more
tobacco fun than you ever had in. your smokecareer.
That’s because it has the quality.
never too

you know Prince Albert you’ll write it down
that P. A. did not bite your tongue or parch your throat.
And, it never will! For, our exclusive patented process
cuts out bite and parch. Try it for what ails your tongue!

Quick

as

Toppy red bags, tidy red tins, handsome pound and half pound tin
humidors—and—that clever, practical pound crystal glass humidor with
sponge moistener top that keeps the tobacco in such perfect condition.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

Frantz,
True, expects
Tuesday.

who
to

is

return

below J.

road is progressing
being extended /rom

K.

Kelley’s

toward

on

repairs

are

South Seal Cove school-

A.

Lenora
last

I

Harper, Center,

with

weeks

arrived home

here

and

this

Mrs.

Clark and daughter of Boston,
Sawyer, Mrs. John Knowlton,

week

Marian
Joshua

Gray

week-end

a

at
Pejepscot
sister, Helen

family

and

of

Chicago,

Herbert Gray and family of Portland and
Mrs. Lydia Meservey and daughter of
Livermore FallH, were guests of their
mother, Mrs. Ellen Gray, last week.
Sept. 1.
C.
To feel strong, have good, appetite and
digestion, sleep soundly aud enjoy life, use
Burdock Blood Bitters, the family system
tonic. Price, $1.25
Advt.

acm-riisnnra.

McKenzie

of

the Baptist

church administered the rite of
to Albert L. Ober

Sunday

baptism

afternoon.

The

ceremony took place at the pond sand
beach.
Mr. Ober was received into the

j

Just tint Over A Cold?
out

backache.

for

kidney

Colds

overtax

kidneys—well,
man

read

troubles
the

For weak

weak.

what

and

kidneys

an

Ellsworth

says:

Levi W. Bennett, retired farmer. Mill
St., Ellsworth Falls, Me., says: “After
taking cold, 1 have noticed my kidneys
were

had

weak and disordered.

I also have

headaches and

dizzy spells and at
Bobbins, wife and daughters of McKin- times rheumatic pains in my shoulders,
ley, Mrs. Alice Koppel of Dorchester, arms and hips. I got a supply of Loan’s
Mass., and Miss Helen Sprague of Rock- Kidney Pills at E. G. Moore’s drug store,
and after using them awhile, the trouble
land.
I
Miss Bernice Ashley is visiting relatives disappeared. can recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills to anyone suffering from kidat Southwest Harbar.
George

church.

ney trouble.
neys aren’t

Kidney
me

Whenever I tind my kidacting right, I use Doan’s
they never fail to cure

Pills and

of the attack.”

Price 60c at all dealers.

Don’t simply
Doan’s Kidthe same that Mr. Bennett
ney Pills
had.
Foster Mil burn
Co.,
Mfgrs.,

ask for

a

kidney remedy—get
—

R. L. McLean came from Augusta SaturMrs. Annie Rowe and Mrs. Blanche day in his car, and will return with his
Blatehford of Dorchester, Mass., who have i family this week.
N.
Sept. 1.
been visiting their uncle, E. S. Jellison,
returned home last week.
PRETTY MARSH.
Barnes who recently purchased ;
Mrs. Lettie Rumill is
having repairs
:
Margaret Cunningham’s cottage, is made on her house.
making extensive repairs on it. Mrs.
Miss Josephine Gray has gone to NewBarnes and two sons, who have been at
to teach.
Carrie Colby’s the past two weeks, left for port

Buffalo,

N. Y.

*

Mr.

Perley Reynolds
C.

her

and often leave them
few

overseas.

Charles Welch

Rev. C. D.

Cooper

who have

Connecticut Sunday.

was

visiting

! Abbott.

Falls

Out-of-town visitors
were

Robert Hearin and two friends of BanJellison’s camp for two

week

Bangor.

this week from

gor, are at E. S.
weeks.

Sept. 1.

was

cottage.

Saunders

week

Look

Gladys Ober spent the
friends in McKinley.
Mrs. V. J. Flye is spending a
Miss

Colby’s.

their home in

Nichols

M.

S.

Miss

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.

Mrs.

gue;t at Fairview

West

Aug. 25.

Giendon

and daughter of New York,
spent a few weeks at Harvard
Carter’s, have returned home.
Mrs. Florence Carter and
children,
who were called here by the death of her
father, A. L. Colby, returned to her home
in West Scarboro last week.

is

house.

by

York

in

the Slate

on

The road is

being made

Rev. P. A. A. Killam of Allston, Mass., j
spoke in the Ferry hall Sunday evening.
|
Mtb. Dwight Bidwell of Brooklyn, N.
Y’., spent a few days last week at F. L.

Mrs.

Harper of Center, who is
hospital for treatment,

Extensive and mucu-needed

the

visiting Beulah
to New

Miss Brown of Boston spoke at the
church Sunday, in the interest of the
Lend-a-hand club.

Jarvis
is

are

Tremont.

has

Spec.

Miss

NORTH BROOKS Vi LLE.
Collins and wife of Belfast
visiting G. A. Pierce and wife.
John

—

Work
well.

MT. DESERT FERRY.

can’t help cutting loose joy’us
remarks every time you flush your
smokespot with Prince Albert—it hits
you so fair and square. It’s a scuttle full of jimmy
pipe and cigarette makin’s sunshine and as satisfyit is delightful every hour of the twenty-fourl

r

doing well.

for

in

i

ankle

recently.
Soper of Lynn, Mass.,

Brenda

Bar Harbor

1.1

f

ago,

SEAL COVE.

play any
pitchers. Their

McCarty .214.
Sept. 1.

re-

broken limb received five
has to use a cratch

a

and

Mrs. Dora

.286, Colewell .290, and

Bush

Cora Dodge, who has never' fully

visiting her parents, Mark Ginn and wife.
B.
Aug. 25.

in
left, has been
stick, hut his field-

Foss,

rather weak with the
ing has been very

H. R. Bates and wife have returned from
at the seashore.

Morris,

had to leave

bis wife’s

trip

Mrs.

fixture.
“Ted” Johnson played center field for
the first ten games, and hit well over
until

Bryan, Texas,

sprained her oth

seems a

the 300 mark

in

covered Irom

last five games,

there the

theater

years

in eleven games.
at short stop, is leading the
team with the stick with an
average of
.440. Third base has been the team’s
weak spot, and many players have tried
errors

McRea,

their hand at the

a

Miss

visiting

former home.

games he has played. He is a fine fielder
and gooji on bases. E.
Crabtree, at
second has played steady ball
throughout.

a

Mrs. O. M. Saunders and son Frank and
wife, who have been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Warren Moore, returned to
Cambridge,
Mr.
Mass., Wednesday.
Saunders lia3 accepted a position us pianist

fine work

Gallison is batting
Hammond is hitting for .333. Both have
played in all fifteen games.
K. Crabtree, on first
base, another 300
hitter, has hit safely in the fourteen
well.

for

Adelaide Smallidge, who has been
her parents at Bartlett’s island,
A delightful evening was spent at the has returned to
Bangor and resumed her
home of N. E. Ginn and wife Monday, | studies at the Shaw business
college.
Aug. 18, when guests enjoyed a piano reMrs. Elsie Varney of Worcester, Mass.,
cital by Frank Saunders and Miss Marcia
is spending a few weeks with her parents,
Ginn. Mr. Saunders is a noted musician,
E. C. Bobbins and
wife, at. Bartlett’s
and has been traveling the past twelve
island.
years.
Sept. 1.

Bar

first of the season the team
During
handicapped because of lack of
pitcher material, which has been overcome
by the development of “Al”
Colewell, the return of McCarty, and the
addition of Bush, a south-paw. Gallisoii
done

days.

few

Bertelie Ginn left Thursday
week with relatives in Harrington.

was

have

pros-

Mrs.

the

Hammond

nervous

tration.

Franklin.

and

Nickerson has

Mrs. Lida

the

few weeks with his mother at the Smallidge cottage.
M. J. Atherton and family motored from
Boston Saturday, and are with Mr. Atherton’s sister at the Smallidge cottage for a
a

The

(champion of Washington county),
Harbor Radio,
Corea, Sullivan

I

package

c a

Aug'25-_Xenophon.

You’ll realize pretty quick, too, that
among the many reasons you smoke Camels
is their freedom from any unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or unpleasant cigaretty odor!

sold everywhere
sealed packages of 30 cigarettes; or ten
packages (300 cigarettes) in a
g la same-paper-covered carton.
We strongly recommend this
carton for the home or office
supply or when you travel.
in

are a

Camels expert blend of choice Turkish
and choice Domestic tobaccos makes them
so irresistibly appetizing!
And, the blend
explains why it is possible for you to smoke
Camels liberally without tiring your taste!
You will prefer Camels to either kind
of tobacco smoked straight!

expect premiums

Camels

wounded

to

package

or

slightly

v

battlefield in France, is home on
a visit
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Allen.
All are glad to see
him.
George Elmer Pervear and Miss Catherine Roberts
sprang a surprise on their
many friends Saturday, Aug. 9,
by being
quietly married by Rev. Mr. Kullman of
tne Sedgwick
Baptist church. Mr Pervear is a graduate of
the navigation school
at Rockland, and has
served as an efficient
officer in the merchant marine.
The bride
is a
daughter of a prominent lumberman
of Washington
county and is well and
favoratly known in the town of Wesley.
They have the best wishes of their many
J
friends.

cents

.CIGARETTE

not

was

war

Staples

Susie and Margaret Wells and
Josephine Kilduff of Roabury,
Mass., are
spending two weeks’ vacation at' the

overseas and

package
before the

c a

has

returned

to

his

heme in Brockton, Mass., after spending

<r

JB

PARKER’S
HAIR BALSAM

A toilet preparation of merit.
Help* to eradicate dandruff.
For
Color and
to
60r. .uni tl.00 at druggtrta.

R!?loriB«

—a

Unitarian Conference.

£lie ^llstuortl) American

The thirtieth annual conference

Unitarian churches of Hancock

PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY

held with

was

AFTERNOON

at

There

ELLSWORH, MAINE

were

afternoon,

the Church of Our

Harbor

county
Fathers

last

Wednesday.

sessions in the

forenoon and

Sullivan

Savings department pass
book No. 497 issued by the saving* department of the Burrtll National Bank. EllsMaine.
Findtr
worth,
please return same to

I3A8S-DOOK

16-YEAR-OLD MISS
IS WIZARD OF AIR

—

B. Hawes of Newton Center,
Mass., told of work with the French
Yale university*
army, Prof. Reed of
spoke of the Red Cross work in Palestine
in which he had been engaged,
Rev.
William S. Nichols of North Andover,
Rev. Oscar

Hancock county publishing co.
W.

H.

Titus, Editor and Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE,
vStrictly in Advance)
One year.fl.50
Four months.50

Six months.75
.38
Three months
...

Single Copies.05
ADVERTISING RATES ON

APPLICATION.

and

Rev. Paul S. Phalen

of

was

with

at

Augusta, who

At

the

elected

1919.

work

the American

told of the work

business

as

follows:

conference

who has

secretary,

as

served

the

speaking

tour.
Let’s see;
wasn’t there something in the democratic platform of 1912 about one term
only tor Presidents?

as

he is

soon

tendered

his

bottle.
Wakrpisld Extract Co.. Sanbornville, N. H.

of

Saleslady at

a

EMPLOYMENT—Braiding rugs
is pleasant, easy, well-paid work.
For particulars address Pinkham Associ-

HOME
for

ates,

clearly marked,
the exact period

the

months, must be
when sold,
with
of

its

and that no food
allowed to spoil

products

storage to enhance

prices.

or

storage,
shall

be

deteriorate in

Charming

Miss Josephine Uunn, sixof age. has been flying a
plane
Atlantic City, doing nose
dives, tall spins and other stunts. She
has been called the most remarkable
aviatrlx In the country.
She halls
from Yazoo, Mich.
teen

had

Green Mountain Pomona.
Green Mountain Pomona grange
meet

with

Sept.6.

Mariaville grange

will

Blessings of Life,”

By member of host grange
Recess for dinner
Music

Conferring degree of Pomona
Address,
Prof. George E. Simmons
Paper—“Some of the Wonderful Things
of Maine/'
Mrs. Roland Salisbury
“Our Common Schools/’ Burleigh Thompson
Closing exercises

pean stew prepared at Versailles may
not be good for Uncle Sam’s
digestion.

Charged with Manslaughter.
Joel A. Emery of Bar Harbor, owner

COUNTY GOSSIP.

and driver of the

H. Fremont Maddocks ot North Ellsworth says he has
recently changed his
mind regarding the proposed bond issue
for good roads. He is goiog to vote “vea”.
He figures it out this
way; Hood roads

help automobiles; automobil s help
farmer. Trey killed three dogs in
day- in hi« neighborhood last week.

the
two

^

car

wrecked at

Hull’s

Cove last Wednesday morning, when
Blitben A. Tripp was killed, was arrested
on a charge of manslaughter on
complaint
of County Attorney Whiting, after an investigation.
At the bearing in the Bar Harbor munic-

ipal

H.

SCOT I

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
AgentUuion Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Port
laud, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bond
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Removed to 1 School St.,
Ellsworth, ai*.

ROBERT

Chairman Hurley Says Hope of
Merchant MarineTfc American Boy.

Response

dished them up. He will be followed
by other speakers, who will try to
convince the people that the Euro-

ALICE

facet.

Saturday,

Business
Address of welcome

treaty and league of nations should be
swallowed whole,
just as he has

Ptohssicmal

SHIPPING BOARD URGES
BOYS TO GO TO SEA

The program:

Roll call of officers
Topic. “The Greatest

years
over

WOMEN and girls wanted for best
•Jv/ year around hotels in Maine; 26
waitresses, fine tip hotels; also chamber,
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women,
chefs, pastry and all-around cooks. Bell and
buss boys, second
ano
third cooks for
hotel positions, Apply always to Maine Hotel Agency, new quarters, 90 Main street,
300 girls
Established
37 rears.
Bangor.
wanted for best summer hotels.
Inclose
stamp for reply. Few high grade housework

SPECIALTY MADE OF

Opening exercises

nations as the British empi.e. President Wilson will soon take the road
to tell the people why the peace

j

L

call for the reward.

The peace treaty is being shot to
pieces by the Senate committee on
foreign relations. One of the latest
amendments adopted by the committee is that the United States shall
have as many votes in the league of

MAfiLLORO.
ilomer W.ibttr spent a few

|

were

cow

court
Saturday, Judge Conners
found probable cause, and Emery was
bound over for the October term of the'
grand jury, in the sum of ?2,000, which

fit*
and

fa.

machJrSf*'*

J

*

!

P.

KING

ATTORNEY AT LAWNOTARY PUBLIC

Chairman Edward N. Hurley of the
United States shipping board has Issued an appeal to American boys to I
take up seagoing, which la a part of a
nation-wide movement by the board
to Interest the American
people In the
manning of the great new merchant

Corner of Main and Water Streets. Ellsworth

xpcttill ^OtUXfc.
NOTICE.
annual meeting of the stockholders
of the Mount Desert Seaside Land Co.
will be held at the oflice of John F. Knowlton
in the Peters Block, Ellsworth. Maine, on
Wednesday. Sept. 10, 1919, at 10 o'clock a. m.
A meeting of the directors of said corporatl u
will immediately follow the meeting of the
stockholders.
John P. Knowlton,

THE

fleet which resluted from the war.
Mr. Hurley points out that the new
ships must be manned by Americans
if they are to remain an asset
worthy
of the country’s greatness.
Secretary.
Ellsworth. Sept. 2. U>19.
“The backbone of the merchant maWomen easrine is the men who are In It." he
ily in ke f 100
“It Is as vital to the nation’s !
says.
monthly selling Priscilla
prosperity that we have efficient Amor- j Fabrics,
Hosiery, Underwear, etc., in spare
ican crews for the ships of the new i time. Everyone
profits large, we teach
buys,
Write for beautiful Free
merchant marine ns It Is for the rail- you everything.
Samples. Fitzchaklvs L>. G.Co.,Trenton, N.J
roads to have skilled and loyal tratn
crews.”
Ixrnl UotiaflThe American boy Is the hope of the
NOTICR OP P0RKCL08CKE.
merchant marine, according to Mr.

DRESS GOODS;

Hurley.

~\JLTHEBBA8.

William

Robinson,

tcsa. .utitos.

of Tre

1

Ft,rm

ADA H. THOMPSON
ALONZO F. THOMPSON.
To the Supreme Judicial Court.
In Equity.
B. Thompson of Ellsworth. Hancock
Maine,
county. State of
complains
against Alonzo F. Thompson, of said Ellsworth, and says:
1. That on the 23d day of April, 1818. the
said Alonzo F. Thompson tiled his bill In
equity in this court against her to recover
possession of certain good* and chattels
uamed in said bill in equity, claim)’g title
thereto and praying for delivery to hlmaeif
auu possession of said goods and chattels, and
that the said Ada B.
Thompson be restrained
from removing them. Ham bill in equity was
brought under section 6, of chapter 66. of
revised statutes of Maine, the aaid Alonzo F.
Thompson and the said Ana H Thompson
being then husbandand wife. Said bill in
equity referred to is beveby mace a part of
this complaint.
2. That she appeared by counsel in answer
to said bill of said Alonzo F. Thompson
8.
That on August ?9. I9t8. a decree that
the said bill be taken pro confeuno was ti ed. a
copy of which decree is hereto annexed and
made a part of this bill.
4.
That on September 9, 1918, a final decree
was filed, which said final decree is in the
following trail, to wit: "Final Decree. This
cause came on to be neard this day, and the
bill having been taken pro confr»»n
plaintiff's
by decree of this court on the 29ch day of
August. 1918. for want of defense, and ten days
having elapsed since the entering of s*ld
decree without motion to reopen the same;
therefore, upon consideration of the same,
it is ordered adjudged and decreed aa follows,
namely: That the said Ada B. Thompson
•hall forthwith upon request deliver the
goods prayed for in the plaintiff's bill to the
said Alonzo F. Thompson or hi» attorney. No
costs to be allowed either p*rty
G«.o. M Hanson.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.**
Sept. 9tb. 1918.
I. That on November 7. 1918, she was arrested and committed to jail on a warrant for
eontempt, for failure to comply with said
final iiecree, and was thereby put to great
trouble and expense and humiliation, amt
was compelled to deliver said gooda and chattels to the said Alonzo F. Thompson, in order
to
purge herself of contempt, when in truth
and in fact she had no inte tion of del) in#
any order of court, and had no knowledge
and understating that said decree had been
rendered against her, and did not understand the meaning and effect of said decree:
but ou the
contrary had acted always and
wholly upon toe advice of her counsel bv
whom she was informed that he was looking
after her case, and that it had been continued. and was still open and pending
6.
That sirid bill in equity has never heeu
heard upon its merits: that in truth aud in
fact she is owtner and entitled to possession
of said goods and chattels; that said decree
was obtained through
fraud, accident and
mistake and without her actual knowledge
and understanding, and without fault ou her
part: that by reasou of the premises and
without the fault of the petitioner justice has
not been done. That she is wtthnu: adequate
remedy in law. W here lore she prays:
1.
That said "Final Decree” may be reviewed and reversed and declared to be null
and void; that a heariugiupon the bill of the
said Alonzo F. Thompson be ordered, aud
that this petitioner be permitted to appear
aud defend *ai<i oil! upon its merits.
2.
That the said Alonzo F. Thompson maybe enjoined from proceeding to entorce said
"final decree" and tuat the issuance of
lurtber process thereunder may be stayed.
3.
That this
petitioner may have such
Dther and further relief as the nature of the
a»e may require.
And may it please this honorable court to i
issue
its subp «d« to the said Alonzo F.
I'hoinpson commanding him to appear before
bis court and answer to thia bill of com
plaint, aud abi'te the orders and decrees j

ADA

HOTEL HELP WANTED

closed. The rope with which
been fastened was cut.
Mr. Rumill offered a reward of $50 for
the cow, dead or alive, or for information
that would lead to the arrest and conviction of the man who stole her.
Saturday
morning the cow reappeared in the field,
as mysteriously as she bad
disappeared.
But the man who brought her back didn't

These

us

Inc., 309 Anderson St., Portland, Me.

fifteen-acre mowing

field at his farm.

sweeping regulatory measures so
adopted by the committee is one regarding cold storage. It provides
that food may not be held in storage

STATE OF MAINE.
op Hancock as.
SursmiB JmiciAL Cocht, In

Cvvxt\

1RL for general housework.
Apply to |
X Mas. Harold A. Robinson, Park street,
Ellsworth.

Wednesday morning,
the cow was missing.
There is a good
woven-wire fence all around the fieffi, and
just two ways out-a gate leading to the
far
beach, and the bars to the highway.

than twelve

c. L. Morako’s.

to

Cow Came Rack.

staked out in

Shipping Hoard

.female Jtjclp ttUntcto.

Tuesday evening Loren W. Rumill
West Tremont left a fine grade-Jersey

cow

S

tenders.
Navigation Schools. Mass. Inst, of Technology, Cambridge. Mass Bo
and Portland, Ms.; Engineering School. Mass. Inat of
Technology. Ca*i
APPLY AT SCHOOL, OB STREET FLOOR, CUSTOM HOUSE.
BOSTON, v*

re-

Last

The House committee on agriculture is busy with preparation of
legislation to give larger federal control
of food supplies- One of the most

(i

oilers and*

to sell Vanilla after school hours.

25

ference.
The

schools or

mechanical'

Send 91.00 for e?ght (8) bottles which
BOYS
for
cents each. Send for free sample

leave Ellsworth. A vote of thanks for his services
as secretary was given him by the conresignation,

hi

FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, one month
assistant engineer's license or higher, open to men of
Ing experience. Including locomotive and stationary engineers
marine engines, graduates of technical schools and marine

JLfrlp KlanUTj.
tail

and ENGINEERS
FREE COURSE IN NAVIGATION, six week*. fit* fot
third mats'.
or higher; open to men of two years' deck experience, ocean
or oo»xi.t“'
'"“A a
equivalent In fisheries, nr on lake, bay or aound.

C1HEVROLET

meeting officers were
President, Hon. L.

Tickle,

Rev. J. W-.

DECK OFFICERS

490. 1916; been driven 4.600
/
miles; new battery and tires this season;
Address, Minaud
in
first-class
shape.
Frerthy. Brooklin. Me.

there.

Deasy of Bar Bar Harbor; vice-president. Rev. H. H. Saunderson of Boston;
treasurer, Harry C. Copp of Bar Harbor;
secretary. Rev. Paul S. Phalen of Augusta.

Watch for the Wilson third-term
boom to be sprang during his peace

more

2

\IrOOD LOTS—Two in town of Surry. 30
and 75 acres; two in Waltham. 190
yy
acres each; one in B hi chill, 40 acres.
Inquire
of H. B. Phillips, Ellsworth, Me.

B.

Vote “yes” on amendment No. 5
next Monday, if yon wish Maine to
continue her good roads program.

treaty

('iirtaius

*

In preparation tor license examinations as

in fine condikept; all good
tubes
and side
spare,
Will demonstrate. Box 373, Ellscar.

1915

one

MAR

1b presented experienced men to
secure

FREE TRAINING

four-passenger
model, well
tion,
BUICK
spate inner

tires

ference.

Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27,

France,

forces in

Opportunity

jfor Salt.

The closing devotional exercises were
conducted by Rev. H. H. Saunderson of
Boston, first vice-president of the con-

Business communications should be addressed to, and all checks and money orders
made payable to The Hancock County Publishing

Mass.,
Camp Devens,

told of the federated chnrch

U. S. MERCHANT

E. F. Small. Cashier.
the Bank.
Ellsworth, Me., Aug. 20. 1919.

interesting.

both most

^tbrrtiBemnu*.

Host.

of the

1

To »11 r*r»oo» tnteroitert fr.
,|thpr 01
tales hereinafter named:
Mbs
It a probate court neld at
EIUw„.,k
for the count v of Hancock, on
day of August. in the year
o„
one thousand nine hundred
l*1
and
being an adjourned session of De
1910 term of said court.
AatB«
'I'HE following matters
haring
1
settled for the action thereuponbeenk E*
alter indicated, it I.
ber-hy
notice thereof be given to .1
rated, by cattaing a coy, of
three weeks
published
Ettwwoith American, a
^
it Ellsworth, In said
that
ippeur at a probate court t« be
worth, on the ninth day of
SepteDbsr
I»i9 at ten or the clock in the
be heard thereon if they see forenwn'
cause
Chester A. Hodgkins, late of Bar n..c.
in said county
deceased. Petition
rd
J
tfetir"
hdg.r
nlstrslor. lor !
:osell cert.a.u tea, estate of said der«.B*
■ituated it. Bar Harbor aod
:ock comity and to --..ocstou
Sn,|,„,
*
*n“ mOT' ,U"y deacrib<'11 1
said

thamSJl?*
o'
it,? 1"**

o

oJdfJS.kS*

lE’SJ'Xf
'uccessissls'f
newapap’

county^

K

ktuE'S

jK

UnmiueuTS'
•£{?■

ji!

T“ony’

Charlea A. Twrnbuil, late of Mount
autd cnu, t
deee-r.
First ant n„e it
toutil of
bariea a. luiuboll, adtnlnloro,.
"mtuirwot,
iled for settlemeat.
Margaret E. Ptrkina, late of Brookniii,
taid county, de<vm*ed. Second and
V
■ount of O. W. Tapley.
admintatrator Vet
or settlement.
Arthur H. Sargoat, late of Hedgvick
insist
Fi.st account of Heurr «
bounty, deceased
Sargent. adruiutstcator. tiled for MUlfaeo:.
Arthur H. 8»rf«H, Imc of Sedgwick !cutd
Petition flle.1 by Or»«M
:ounty, deceased
isrgent. widow, for an allowance oat of -he
personal estate of said deceased.
John O. Whitney .ate of Ellswortk.ii
ouut j, decease*!.
Petition tiled by kin it
H Haynes
nd H.*rry W. Hsyna,
atratom of the estate of said
decttMlttut
he a moan of the inheritance UiohUkm'
ate of said deceased, be deter mined hv
the
of
udge
prebate.
Witness BERTRAND Su. ( HARK.Jai|t ot
said Court at Ellsswartk. tuis nuJ«*t0tn
day of August, in the year of oar Lord
one thousand nine- bandrtd and nisn«a.
Claka E. 'la:-.un, Acting R<fi*ur
;n

Sail

«STD!

A true copy.
Attest:—Clara K.

MtriL.s, Actiug Rtfiiur.

prokatk notices.
is

hereby given
NrOTlCE
appointtueuta have
Probate t’ourt within end

that the

u*en

"fan cock. .State of Martin
Ertiilv L. Harrison, also

fo'ioshj
by tie
countycf

tnadr

for the

iaown ns Emily Leand Harrison, late of
Philadelphia, Ptu:
*yIrania, deceased. Catherine Norris Hsrh•on
Patterson, John Hampton Barer* sod
InrmesF. Hagen, all of said PhlkMlt*lph:a.»;•
.kointed executors of the la*>t will and trs iuent and codicil* of said deceased, date of
»ratification August 12. a. d. 1919
Not br:sj
■«**ideut« of the Mate of Maine. they nave appointed Albert H. L> uatu of Bir Harbor,
d uncock county, state of Maine, their ag-ct
n said Mate of "Maine
Charles H. Jord u. !at* of Orland, in u.‘.
ro .aty. deceased.
Minnie E. Jordan of Hit!
Jrlanst, appointed executrix of the ,a*i will
nd testament of said <iet. eu j«v1
i.-ue ol '<aal
icatrou August 5. a. d. 1918
U\»u H. Jordan, late of VTa’thara, in said
oasitv. deceased.
Ernest H. Jordan of Bar
1 arbor, in said county, appoint'd executor of
h-ria&t will and testament of said deceive
late of qualification August Vs d. 1919.
Leslie A. Carter, late of Mount I>e*«r:.:s
•j*i county, deceased.
"f
Eletan A.
aid Mount Desert, appointed <-xf-cut<»rof :se
aw will and testament of
? decease.d*:e
►f cuahficatlun July 8, a. d. I9l»
The©. P. Austin, late of N vth Hancock la
aid county, deceased.
Aitis R. Aart-’S of
laid North Hancock, appointed *da::s:«»’
«
rix of the es ate of said deceased;
tualcfication August 5. a. d. 1919.
Minnie Louise Cole, iute of Sedgw-s -a
aid county, deceased. Clara Tnontes <.ol«
d Brooklin. in said coin y. spps:ote- iuuiniatratrix of the estate of Mid deceased:
ate of qualification August i,« d. 1919
Cecil tf. Hodsdon, late o* Bxr Harbor.’.n
tald county, deceased. Maud Eda Ha*ke\. ot
laid Bar Harbor, appointed admlnlaltatrU ot
he oatate of said deceased ; date of nuaUBsaiioa August 12, a. d. 1919
Richard W’. Haynes, late of Bar Harbor.i#
aid county, deceased. Walter H. Hayne*ot
a'ortheast Harbor, iu said caunty, appolnteu
idmialstrarer of the estate of ssiddeceasen
late of qualification August 12. s d. 1919
Jenaia L. Bridges of Orlaud. in said countI» nry A. Buck of Bucksport, in ssid county,
.ppointed guardian of sai i' Jennie L.Brta|W.
ate H qualification August 12. a d. 1919
Pearl Lindsey of Goulds boro.
ounkj. ( ante LindM> of »anl
ppomted guardian of said Pearl Linase.
d 1319
ate of qualification August 19.
Grace M. Sargent of Sedgwick, n ®
ouaiy. Percy G. Sargent of said
ppointed conservator of the esUte of
of qualtucww
iraoe M. Sargent;
daM
kugjwt 19. a. d. 1919.
«aid county, to
Ititeb at Eltaworth.
a
weniy-seventh day of August, s. d. I1*-Claes E. Muli am ActinR Begi*Mt

j
y\
moat, county of Hancock, and state of
“Our present greatest need," he
.Maine, by his mortgage deed dated May 27,
says, “Is to get irr touch with the e»- d. 1916, and recorded in the Hancock
week in jJex‘?r ou business.
WALTHAM.
of deeds, book 631, page 273.
American boys who should man our County registry
Mr. Soper and w ife of Oriand are visit* 1
conveyed to the undersigned. Oil if Rich
Miss L. Jean Crimmins, who has been a ! new
Trask
of
in said county, and CynI
Tremont,
that
ships.
newshope
every
ing their daughter, ilr:. Oscar F -rd.
thia Rich Stanley of *k>uthwest Harbor.’ in
guest of friends in town, has returned to ! paper in the
country will take notice ! said county and State, two certain lots or parMrs. Shirley Hodgkins is home from the 1 Bangor.
of it; that every preacher will men- cels of land situated at heal Cove, iu said
Bangor hospital, much improved in health, i William E. Jordan, who has been cm-1 tlon it from the
Treiuont, bounded and described as follows,
pulpit; that every city to wit: First lot: BeginnRig on the east
Frederick Frost and family, who have ployed at Ellsworth Falls several months, i and town,
aide
of the highway leading from Seal Cove
Its
through
officials, will
to Goose Cove and following Beniamin Gotl’a
spent August here, have returned to New has returned home.
make a canvass of the young men of southerly line
southeasterly to Richmond
York.
Willis Jones aDd wife of Woburn, the community who might be available Lai lev a land and the northeast corner bound
of Ambrose Thurston's house lot. thence folMrs. Adelbert Hodgkins and children, Mass., are guests of Milton Haslaui and
for training as merchant mariners, low ing said Thurston's
northerly line southwho have spent two weeks here, have rewith a view to becoming officers, or westerly to the eastern line of said highway,
wife.
thence following the eastern line of said highturned to their home in Ells vorth.
Ada B. Thompsom.
shipping agents, or foreign trade rep- way northerly to the place of beginning iu
Mrs. Clara Reed of North Ellsworth is
Fred L. Mason.
resentatives for American Interests." said tiott’s line, containing six and one-third
Mr, Faruham, wife and little daughter the guest of Mrs. A. C. Colby.
Solicitor for plaintiff
acres
more or Ism. Second lot:
Be
Mr. Hurley adds that the shipping (6%)
ginning on the west line of the county road
STATE Ob' MAINE
LOra.ne, who have been occupying the
The Help-some-how dub gave a social
board will give its fullest co-operation leading from Seal Cove to Goose Cove and in
have
returned
to
at town hail Aug. 25.
Flye cottage,
Bangor.
The farce, ‘‘Backing
OUNTY OF HAN'OCX »».
IVOV. 10, ft. d JtflS.
the south line of the new road leading to J.
to any community wishing to send It
B. KuiuiU’s and following said county road
Then
Mr9. E. G. Hopkins and granddaughter, the Missionary Barrel,” was given and
appeared Ada B. Thornp- i
to be trained for the merchant southerly .sixteen (IS) rods to a* stake ion andpersonally
made oath that she has read the
boys
Nina Hamilton of Ellsworth, who have was well presented.
and trtomte, thence southwewterly twenty (20)
ibove bill and know* the contents thereof and
j
marine, and requests that communica- rods to a stake and
stones, thence north;hat the same is teue o! her own knowledge,
been visiting Mrs. Annie Remick, have
Miss Clara LaBou of Waltham, Mass., tions on the
be sent to Henry i westerly sixteen (16) rods to said Ruuiill ! except the matter'voiated to be on informa- f
subject
returned home.
road, thence northeasterly nut following said
who has been a guest of Mrs. Geneva Ilasdon and belief, and that, as to those matters,
Howard, the shipping board's director Rumill road twenty
.20) rods to tne place of
ihe believes them.to be true.
James £. Hain of Boston, and his I lam, uas returned to her home.
of recruiting at Boston, Mass.
beginning, containing two acres more or less, 1
Before me.
together with the buildings thereon, both
Fmed L. Mason.
daughter, Mrs. Estella Stanley, and two J
Mrs. Herman Jordan was in Bingor
lots being the same premises conveyed to j
Justice of the Peace.
children, and his son-in-law. Arthur Aug. 25 and 26. Her daughter, Alt Bessie
me this day by deed of Olile Rich Trask and
Dated this 9th day of November, a. d. 191H.
Richardson of Trenton, were the guests
GETS EMBALMED HEAD
Cynthia Rich Stauley; and whereas the conWilbur, who has been in the Maine gendition of said mortgage has been broken,
tioultlij«0of Mrs. Annie Remick Sunday.
now therefore,
eral hospital for an operation for appendiby reason of the breach of
STATE OF MAINE.
Sert. 1.
Are.
It
Was
Shrunk to About th« Size of an condition thereof, wie claim a foreclosure of ! Hancock os.
citis, returned home with her.
said mortgage.
Orange, but Given Museum.
To Alonzo H\ Thompson of Ellsworth
W. G. Young of Dorchester, Mass., was
Ollik Rich Tkaax,
dewier
L. H.
Hancock counts, State of Maine.
Cynthia Rich Btaxlsy,
A mummified human head, shrunk to
a guest of Asa C. Colby
and wile last
NOR1H FRANKLIN.
GREETING
By George R. Puller, their attorney.
the size of the average orange, has August
l«Lf.
We command you to appear before our
week.
Mrs. Lyman Wilbur ban returned from
supreme judicial .ourt at Ellsworth, in Mu
just been presented to the Museum of
L.
Sept. 1.
\
NOTICK OF rOKKGUMUKK.
Bangor, where she underwent an opera:ounty of Hancock. on Tuesday, the i;»th */a;
History, Science and Art In the Repo- fir HKHEAS Harold L. Farnbam of Brooks
of September, I9’.«.theu and there to answer
tion for appendicitis.
to a bill of complaint, there exhibited against
sition park, I .os Angeles, by Mrs. H.
▼ V
villa, in t e comity of Hancock, aud
NORTH CAST1NE.
you by Ada B. Thorn pinm of Ellsworth, iu the
State of Maine,
Miss Vida Cousins is at borne from
his mortgage deed dated
M. Parker of that city.
ttMUkru|»t‘n I'etititui for iu»«n»r5r
It Is said to the lath day of by
of Maine, and
September. 191ft. and recorded L-ouuty of Hancock and Slate
Mrs. Mary L. Bowden and daughter,
Southwest Harbor, where she has had embe one of seven of the kind In the in the Hancock county regi try of deed*, snide th
judgment of said court thersou. j
In the mutter of
Mid
we
to
hie
with
Manoo have returned to BlocsUou, after a
further
command
you
book 519, page 32, conveyed to Omar W.
! In Ban
CBR8T8M L.
ployment.
United States.
the clerk of said court for ssid county of
)
Tapley of Ellsworth, i u said county of Han
Bankrupt.
visit here.
Mia. ikriuu McPliee and children of
The head of a Jibero Indian of coca, a oertain parcel of real estate situated Hancock, within thirty days after th»- day
;» the Hou. Clareucei Hale. Judge of the D|-‘*
Above uAintd for your appearauce. your deu.
in the town of Brooksville, aforesaid, and
.States for the
Waterville are visiting here.
hr
court
of
U
x-t«<d
Mrs. J. E. Blodgett is visiting in Pemalet
the
southern Ecuador. It was obtained bounded ami described
murrer, plea or answer to ‘aid bill, if any you
as follows, viz.:
Betrict of Maine.
bave. Hereof fail not, under the pains and
at
a
from
a
stake
and
trader
In
stone
near
ginning
the
1
quid.
Herbert Collar, with a frieu
South America by a
from Oakhigh
Trento®
of
OOTT
L.
penalities ol the- 'a* in that behalf provided.
r>BESrt5R
way running from West Brooksville to Arey'a
wd
Hancock
of
in the county
land, is visiting his parents, N. K. Collar
Mrs. Nellie Hutchins has returned from brother-in-law of Mrs. Parker.
Small wharf; thence northerly along said bignway
O'
Wituess, LESLIE C. CORNISH Chief
district. r**l*c^
is
said
late of Maine.
nine
and
as
one-half
to
a
Justice
of
it
it
is
rods
covered
stake
arid
our
3aid
at
the
is,
and wife.
a visit m Bangor.
Court,
Ellsworth,
stone;
hy a luxuriant thi nee
daj f
27lh
the
on
*
ihat
ulfjr represents
ad day of Auguat in the year of our Lard one
easterly at righ angles from first mendui>
was
growth of long black hair.
last
Viarch.
paJt, he
tioned line eight and ue-half rods to a stake thousand nine hundred and niueteen.
Mrs. H. A. Murch has returned from a
Elisha Leach of Orland recently visited
acls
the
under
bankrupt
udged
The Jibero Indians are among the and stone; thence sutherly nine and oneT. F. Mahoney, Clerk.
visit with her daughter, Mr* Avis Foss, his cousin, Mrs. C. M. Leach.
j
half rods to a stake and stone: and thence
fiercest head hunters In the world, acias duly surrendered -11 his proj»fcrty
at Popham Beach.
and
one-half
rods
to
the
first
westerly
eight
Mrs. Daniel Champion
and children
ights of properly, and has fully co®!*
^
cording to Mrs. Parker.
STATE OF MAINE.
Instead of mentioned bound And whereas said morta
nth all the requirements of said acts,
was on the 20th day of May. >919, asRaymond Hooper and bride, from Chi- have returned 10 Lawrence, Mass.
bswBaucock as.
their victim, as was the cus- gage
scalping
*]
he order* of" oaurt touching his
*re
his
at
old ho ne during his vacago,
Glenn, young son of Mr. and Mrs. tom of the Indians of North America, undersigned, by assignment under said date
Suphemk Judicial Covet, Jn Egoivt.
*
he prays that he
cation. Friends extend congratulations.
Almon Porter, has so far recovered from
duly recorded in said Hancock registry of
ADAETHi
s.
n»J
they remove all of the bones from deeds, book 546. page 39; ana whereas
reed by the ccurt to have a fulldisca
the
conbl®
ALONZO If. THOMPSON
Alfred Werck has returned to New an operation lor appeudicitis as to be redebts
dents
provable
aganst
agu-int
\
rc«i
all
ditions
of
said
provame
ane
the head and embalm the remaining
mortgage have been broken:
^
8
1 inder said
In the above entitled case it (appearing by
now therefore, by teaaon of the breach oi
bankruptcy acts,
York, after his third summer at the Jelli- moved to his home in Golden Ridge.
flesh.
.a are excepted Sy law from such d*8®,,*
the conditions thereof, I claim a foreclosure petition of Fred L. Mason, attorney for the
a.
son homestead at George’s pond.
of
that
he
this
Augv*t.
has
Dated
two
sons
of
made
said
plaintiff.
search
27tJbday
and
dUigent
Lynn Perkins,
wj
mortgage.
daughter
CHEHfKH L. tiOTiand is unable to Qnd the defendant tor the
Gkokqe A. Akky.
Bankrupt
The Butler reunion will be held at Margaret were recent guests of Mrs. G. E.
purpose of making service, it is ordered: i
July 25, 1919.
HUBBY
DICTATES
DRESS
That
a
new
Perkins.
returnable
on
the
Hardison’s grove. West Franklin, Wedsubpoena .issue
13th day of September a. d. 1911, at ten o'clock
Or^er of NoUM Thereon.
NOTICE.
nesday, Sept. 10.
Mrs. Ella Maynard of Lowell, Mass.,
in the forenoon, and that service be made by
Wife Sues for Divorce—Razor Used
ISTE1CT or Kun,
a
true
Estate
and
of
Robert Pendleton Bowler.
attested copy of the
publishing
has been visiting her cousin, Mrs. Emma
T.
Sept. 1.
a. d. 191».
bill and subpoena in the above entitled case
on Clothes.
Oh this 30th lay ot August.
notice is hereby given that Victor !
is
Ward well.
b*j
fading the foregoing petition, It
Price of C'iucinnati, in the state of and*this order thereon, three weeks succesClothes may not make the lady, but Ohio T.
before
said
J3ih
>
day of September iu
Ordered by the
and Richard W. Hale ot Dover, state of sively
“r‘; *hJ“d*
SOUTH BLUEHLLL.
G.
Aug. 25.
, the Ellsworth American,, a
the l$th
day o!
same on cf
the
pubttld
newspaper
make
the
were
pon
divorce
courts
Massachusetts,
on
they certainly
the fifth day of lished in
Ellsworth. .Hancock couuty, Maine,
,t
1919. before said court at Bi«°t;
MEMOBIS r. RESOLUTIONS.
a. d. 1919, by the probate court within
jjck
o
work overtime sometimes, as attested August,
.t
tsn
and also by giving to L. V. Gilts, attorney for
M
istrict. northern divwion
for the county of
t*1 lt°(
Hancock, State of
His infinite wisdom
s
Whereas, God in
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured. by two divorce suits filed at Heading, and
ie
forenoon: and that notice
Maine, duly appointed and qualified as said defendant in the original suit, in haad,
the Elisworth
ublished in
has removed from our order our beloved
executors ot the will of Robert Pendleton a true and attested copy of said bill and *ubwith LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they canPa.
diatric
saui
in
pcena at least fourteen days before said tSib
aod
printed
ewspaper
Bowler,
late
of
Bar
Harbor,
therefore
be
i1
seat
of
the
of
Clara
B.
Henderson,
not
reach
the
Han-,
disease. Catarrh is
sister
county
of September 1919.
anS that all khown creditor*.
The allegation that her husband cock, State of Maine, deceased,
but without day
a local
disease, greatly influenced by con«
Lubkk B. Dbasy.
Resolved, That in the passing away o
ther persons in interest. W
in accordance with the provisions of
stitutional conditions, and in order to cure
sho« c
wanted her to dress like an "old bonds
Justice Sup. Jud. Court.
he said time and place, ajtd
said will; that said executors being resident
our sister Massapaqua grange has lost
it you must take an internal remedy. Hall’s
the prayer of saw
1919.
August
have,
23.
why
woman”
out
of
the
ny
they
so other men would pass her
State of Maine duly appointed in
valued charter member, one who was alwayi > Catarrh Medicine is taken internally and
tbst
loner should not be granted.
A true copy of the bill, subpeena and order
Hannibal E. Hamlin of Ellsworth.
acts through the blood on the mucous surfaces
the co“
by is the busls of the suit of Mabel E. writing
all
And tt is further ordered by
ready with a cheery word to do her part.
Maine, their agent in the State of Maine for of court thereon.
of the system, stall’s Catarrh Medicine was
n>ali t“ Ma
send
by
stall
clerk
a
united
be
as
ex
order,
all
Resolved, That we,
Attest:—T. F. Mauonky. Clerk S. J. Court.
prescribed by one of the best physicians in Heckman, who married Thomas Heck- of purposes required by the laws of tue State
nown creditor, copies rf
Maine,
such
to
the
bereavei
i
this
p
for
It
is
their
of
appointment
(duly
accepted
at
onr
heartfelt
country
years.
man
21
sympathy
composed
tend
years ago in Allentown, while
hiso.der, addrsese 1 to thrtu
by said Hannibal E. Hamlin in writing) being
some of the best tonics known, combined
knowing tha
brother, yet
esidenoe ae stated.
husband and
a razor operation, said to have been
I'AlPr.K NOTICE.
ru-.-nee B»>*'
duly tiled and recorded in the registry of
with some of the best blood jpurifierB. The
Houorap e Clarence
Witness the
for said county of Hancock, on said
what is our loss is her eternal gain.
perfect combination of the ingredients in
contracted
with the City of Ellson his wife’s best attire by
performed
of the said Court, and the
said
udge
fth
of
a.
d.
day
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is what produces
August
1919, and especially
worth to support an^ care for those who
Resolved, That a copy of these resolution
t Bangor in tue northern d‘v‘8la a i?l9
Harry J. Bush, to the detriment of her containing all the requirements provided
such wonderful results in catarrhal condineed assistance during five years beginby
istrict, on the 30th day of August,
b. sent to the bereaved husband J a’ cop;
the chapter 133 of the laws of Maine for the may Jan
tions. Send for testimonials, free.
matrimonial joy, is the background of
ning
1, 1915, and are legal residents of
Isa sot Shsbha*. Deputy
year a. d. 1917.
be spread on our records and a copy b>
Ellsworth, 1 forbid all
F. J. CHENEY Si CO.. Props.. Toledo, Ohio
trusting them
a similar action taken
E. Mullan. Acting Register on my account, as there persons
L. 8.1
8.1
[**•
American
fo
by his spouse, Attest:—Claba
»hefeoD
iu plenty of room and
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
sent to The Ellsworth
or 'r
of Probate lor said Couuty of Hancock.
CIS'1,
A true copy of petition *'ld
Nettie C. Bush.
accommodations to cure for them at the City
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
publication.
August 27, a. d. 19)9.
Att.st. l,aaei. Saatsii. tlep
Farmhouse.
Akinua B. Mixcuatn.
was

furnished.

days last i

j
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PUBLIC

ho?cM0bet

fwlfon.

£“e'01.‘ber;
*>'&**.
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Srobate

HAVING

tjlv

in my life than I do since taking Tanlac.
am willing for you to
publish my statement and let every suffering person who

SHERIFF

BASK

I

m

BALL.

IIKRO OF MERRIMAC.

Ellsworth Team Again Strikes a
C«i#t. Rich in on (1 P. Hobson will
SES TANLAC may wish, benefit by my experience with
Winning Stride.
Speak in Ellsworth Friday.
this great medicine.”
The Ellsworth baseball team has
Next Friday evering at Hancock hall,
again
Tanlac is sold in Ellsworth by E. G. struck a
THE GOOD
BUY
qCLDN’T
that
winning stride,
carried it Capt. Richmond P. Hobson will
“MOJ
speak,
Moore, in Bar Harbor by West Ena Drug to two easy victories last week, and
HON. A. R.
again under the auspices o! the National AntiIT 0lT> ME,” SAYS
Co., and in Mount Desert by A. C. Fernald. yesterday at Bluehill fair defeated the Saloon
league.
ANDERSON.
—Advt.
strengthened Bucksport team. The EllsThe name of Capt. Hobson has become
worth
team
is
tbe good Tanlac
showing better form in a household word throughout the Ameri“Money could not buy
fielding.
CITY MEETING.
can nation.
and I gladly recommend it
His daring heroism at SanHi* done me,
Last
Wednesday afternoon Ellsworth tiago in the Spanish-American war, when,
it nas done in my case,” said
for what
Little
New
Business
met
Before
the
Castine
at
Wyman park. Lounder with a few like-minded comrades, he
R. Anderson, of Houston,
Hon. Archie
Board Monday Evening.
was in the box for the entire
nine innings
»ank the Merrimac under the guns
x-sheriff of Harris county, reof
Xexfls.
for Ellsworth, and pitched a good
The regular meetiug of the city
governgame. both the Spanish fort and fleet, first
centlyment
was
held
the
visitors gathered
thirteen
Monday evening. There Though
brought him to the attention of the
Mr. Anderson is, unquestionably, not
best known, but one of was little business outside the regular hits, they were scattered,and the team was
American people.
ml' on of the
never
of
accounts. The rolls of acdangerous after the firt few innings.
With no less self-abandon he iias
popular «»en whoever held pub- auditing
then*
■>

lic

offi.

tbe state of Texas.
of Harris

n

deputy sheriff

ile as

serv-

counts

county for

Roll of

After

•welve years, Mr. Anderson was elected
the city of Houston. He
-bief of police of
occupied this office only a short time

had

when ihe

sheriff of Harris county died.
friends persuaded him to

Anderson’s

Mr.

wafce tht

unexpired

for the

race

this

important office for fifteen consecutive
Mr. Anderson declined reyears Then
He
election snd retired to private life.
the people of Houston
can' his lot among
gad is» large property owner and forecitizen

most

of

that

interesting

and

prosperous city.

run-down condition,” continued Mr. Anderson, “and had no ap“I

was in a

I

at all.

petite
night

and

never

could
felt

hardly sleep
like getting up

in

continually belching

food.

I had

sugar,

as

State

up undigested
my coffee without
hen I drank it with sugar, I
belch for hours. I
would
to take

as

Ellsworth

follows:

No. 7.

COMMISSIONER’S

$2,871

45

ROLL.

road

110

05

875 56

Grand total,

R. E. M
the

$3.747 01

son was

city library

appointed

a

trustee of

fill the vacancy caused
by the resiguation of Henry M. Hall.
Formal permission was granted to Mrs.
Nan F. Johnston for the removal of a
small building from Central street to her
lot on Hancock street by way of Central
street, State street, Main street and Hancock street.
to

Adjourned.
NORTH ELLSWORTH.

at

the morning, 1 was so tired. I had the
worst form of indigestion, suffered all
the time from gas on my stomach and
was

STREET

He
dif-

passed

Highway fund.. $ 146 00
Bridges...
58 46
Highway truck.
56105

term of

sheriff to " bicfc he was easily elected.
with re-election seven
wfl« honored
and served the peeple in
ferent limes

were

accounts

Mrs.
went

Addie Strout, who recently under-

an

operation

for

appendicitis

at the

Belfast hospital, is with her parents,
Daniel Richardson and wife.
Chester Maddocks returned
to
his
school in Massachusetts Monday, after

by the

won

score

14-6.

of

lerved the

Saturday's

with Hancock
game was
Point. This is the third game these teams
have played this season. Twice beaten
by

has

Ellsworth, the Pointers, after defeating
Harrington, the team that broke Ellsworth’s winning streak two weeks
ago,
thought they were tit again to try conclusions with the Union river boys. They
fell down as badly as before, the score be-

jntire

question
attention

the first time, and pitched
through the
game. He did not have to extend himself
at any time. The Pointers hit him
safely

times, but

seven

and

the

as

ber

and

the

11,1913,

of

introducing

in

the

one-sided, “Cy” gave the
Ellsworth boys some fielding chances.
Bush of Ellsworth pitched a good game
for Hancock Point, but received
poor support. The score by innings:
more

Hancock Point
Ellsworth

00300300 1—7
32520270 x—13
Yesterday’s game at Bluehill was the
best in which Ellsworth has figured this
season. The Penobscot river
boys, rank-

ences

in all

parts of the United States in

advocacy of the ratification of
tional prohibition amendment.

this

my

first bottle and have
my third and I’m a
1 sleep like a log

ju9t

now

different
now

started

on

already.
just any

man

and eat

and every’rung I want
without the
discomfort af erwards. I am
slighest
glad to endorse Tanlac because it does the
work and I’m telling all my friends just
what I’m telling you. I never felt better

returned from

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

little daughter
Doris,who have been visiting their father*
M D. Chatto, have returned to
Akron, O.
Z.

W.

with

the local twirler.

overseas.

B. H. Chat to,

Bush, who has been

wife and

Middlemas and

Lynn,
J. Alexander,

wife of

Mass., friends of Mrs. L.
are visiting at M. D. Chatto’s.
Aug. 28.

Spec.

more

chowder

pitching for Han-

cock Point the last of the season, was on
the mound for Ellsworth, and was in tine

Salisbury.

form, giving no passes and allowing only
four scattered hits. In four trips to the
plate he found “Red” for two pretty hits

day

to left

field,

one

double,

a

in the

scoring Johnston for the first

run

present. A fine fish
prepared by Arthur W.

than 100

was

Whitcomb and family spent SunMonday at the Whitney cottage,
Lamoine.
C. M.

und

Mrs. Eugene Grindell

fifth

and daughter,
visiting her parents, John
wife, have returned to Bos-

who have been

of the

H. Cook and

game
For

ton.

Bucksport, VVhittemore at the third
sack, and Lawry on the receiving end
Spasmodic Sermon.
A man’s character is determined by
what he does—his reputation by what
he gets caught at.

chances for

winning the game in the last
was spoiled by a double
play, Lounder to Fortier. Robinson then
half of the ninth

long fly

a

is

a

complete

by

to center

Lawry, and the game

CLEMENTS—At Bucksport, Aug 27, to Mr
and Mrs Oscar F Clements, a daughter.

(Marie.)
TRACEY—At Franklin, Aug 26, to Mr and
Mrs D L Tracey, a son. (Raymond Albert.)

ELLSWORTH
r.

bh.

po.

Sturtevant,
Shea, ss
L Jordan, 3b
Fortier, lb
Johnston, If
Bush, p
Anderson, rf ss
Lounder, 2b,
Robinson, cf

a.

e.

|

c

September
MARIE

10

Austin, rf
Linnehan,

MORRISEY

Wednesday evening, Sept. 10,
worth will be

privileged to hear

Marie Morrisey.
The celebrated concert contralto will
appear in person.
Her program consists of the
that
America loves.”
“songs

Assisting

Miss

Morrisey

will

Edison’s Three Million Dollar

be

Mr.

Thomas

A.

Phonograph.

Hancock Hall
Fkee Tickets
Call, write
tance.

or

They

telephone

us

DUNBAR—GRIN DELL—At Penobscot, Aug
30, by Rev Chester Smith. Miss Marion
Dunbar to Fred N
Grindell, both of
MoBtello. Mass,

EMERSON—SMALL—At Buck’s Harbor, Aug
26, by Rev J M Bieler, Celia Emerson

to Elton Small, both of Buck’s Harbor;
KNOWLTTON
STEVENS
At Rockland*
Aug 18, by Rev Howard A Welch, Miss
Arline C Knowlton, of
Stoniugton, to
Edward E Stevens, of Rockland.
SPAULDING-BLACK-At Pittsfield, Aug 30,
by Rev F S Walker, Miss Nannie Spaulding, of Pittsfield, to Leslie Black, of South
Brooksville.
WENTWORTH "AMES—At Bucksport, Aug
28. Mrs Lidia Ada Wentworth
to George
E Ames, both of BucksDort.

1
0
0
37

14

BUCKSPORT

Ells-

for free tickets of admit-

will he issued in order of application.

E. F. Robinson

Whittemore,
Starkey, lb
Patten, If
Lawry, c
Courcey, cf
DeKocher, p
Witham, 2b
Harriman, ss
Salloway, rf

3b

3

3

3

9
1
10

2

4-

YEARS

t
to ;) '■>

t

!<

feet, in limited numbers. Price
25? each,
$2.25 per dozen.
American White Ash Trees, 2 years, for street
anting,
20/ each,
$2.00 per dozen

Hsh with 0l‘der.

Address,
HANCOCK COUNTY NURSERY & SEED CO.,
SURRY, MAINE

WALKER D. HINES, Director GoMra I of Railroads
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Corrected

Totals
23
2
4
27 14
Batted for Shea in ninth.
Two-base hits, Bush, Sturtevant, Patten.
Struck out, by Bush 4, by
DeRocher, 8.

Hancock

Point..

Mt Desert

Tripp, aged

death of

School

Convention.

39

Ferry

Hancock.
Franklin Road.
Washington Junction
Ellsworth.
Ellsworth Falls
NicoiinGreen Lake
Phillips Lake
McKenzie’s
Holden
Brewer Junction.g 43
Ba“K°r.ar t8 50
u

dear mother.
Lina Cunningham,
Florence Blaisdell,
Me., Aug. 31, 1919.

our

Brooklin,

The annual convention of the Hancock
Sun lay school association to be

held at Seal

Harbor Thursday, Sept. 11,
be

of

one

unusual

interest.

Among the speakers will be Rev. J. J.
Hull, the adult superintendent of the
State association, and General Secretary,
Wesley J. Weir. Mr. Weir has just returned

from

France,

where he

has

been

doing Y. M. C. A. work.
The theme for the
convention
is,
‘•Democracy Safe for the World Through
Education.”
is
It
Religious
hoped that
every Sunday school in the county will
be
A
banner
will
be
represented.
awarded to the school
sending the
largest delegation. There will be morning, afternoon and evening sessions,
with a picnic dinner and supper, and
out-of doors recreation, with community

A Fisheries Combine.
The East Coast Fisheries Co. of
York has taken

over

H. W. DUNN]
.Manufacturer aud dealer in

High Grade

Granite and Marble

Monuments, Tablets/and^Markers
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

New

several sardine and

on the Maine coast. These
Great Eastern isheries Co. of
Rockland, the Lawrence Canning Co. with
sardine factories in Rockland and Stockton; the Stanley & Joyce Co. with a fisheries plaut at Swan’s Island; F. M. Johnson ASons, with a fisheries plant at Minturn, and a fleet of forty fishing boats.
The company has
acquired Tillson

fisheries

plants

include the

Rockland,
enlarge its
plant there, for the purpose of developing
an export business.
1. M. Taylor of New
York is president of the company.
wharf at

I

Portland.

ar

Boston via Portsmouth.ar
Boston via Dover. a.r
New York..

Philadelphia.ar
Washington.
’ar

Washington. lv
lv
Philadelphia.

New York.
lv
Boston via Portsmouth .lv
Boston via Dover.lv
Portland

Bangor.

Brewer Junction.

Holden.....

6 36
| ms
..f * 1 M
f6 42 ..

Nicoiin.!

Ellsworth

Falls.
Ellswortb—...
7 00
Washington Junction

and will

Repairing

and

Recharging

A. P. ROYAL
68 State

St.,

f7 00
7 12
7 18 rlU50

Franklin Road
Hancock

Waukeag (Sullivan ferry).
Ferry.ar
Harbor.,..
Seal Harbor.
Northeast Harbor
Southwest Harbor
Manset..

*8 15!
*9z05
*9z25
*9z40

Sullivan

|7

..

...

"9z45|..

Ellsworth

Next to Coart House.

50

1 +8 15
Point.,,,..
Sorrento...' t8 30 .|. | f5 35.
Bar

Hancock

.tl.ar

fg 05;.1.
M

A

M

P M

i

P M

I

t6

05
p M

PM

to Conductor. * Daily, Sundays included, t Daily, excep
Stops
signal
Sunday. § Sundays only. \ Daily, except Saturday,
Daily, except Monday, e Monday, Wednesday and Friday, t Coach between Portland and Bangor. Pullman passengers
west
of
Portland
and
east of Bangor, y Monday only, h Commencing Aug. 18, leave
cnly
Bar Harbor 8 30 p. in., Sorrento 4.00 p. m.
z
Commencing Aug, 18. s Discontinued after
Aug. 17. y Commencing Aug. 18 arrive 8.20 p. m.
DANA 1C. DOUGLASS.
U L «arrK
JFederal Manager
Qen«al Passenger Agent.
Portland Maine.
f

on

or on

notice

WONDERFUL WOOD FURNACES
OUR MONITOR

7j

AND HOT BLAST

are heaters of enormous
power
with no expense for upkeep
for years to come.
Tested out under many of
the most severe requirements
■; in Maine, these furnaces are
§? giving satisfaction everywhere.

years.

County

promises

„Ki

Waukeag (Sullivan ferry)

CALLEY—At Stonington, Aug 26, Richard J
Calley, aged 78 years, 2 months.
MINOT—At Bar Harbor, Aug 24, Miss Mary
Minot, aged 73 years.
STEELE—At Southwest
Harbor,
Aug 29,
Capt Sylvester Steele, formerly of Addison, aged about 88 years.
TRIPP—At Bar Harbor, Aug 27, Bleithen S

by pitcher, Johnston, Whittemore,
CARD OF THANKS.
Starkey. Double plays, Shea to Lounder
wish to thank the many friends,
to Portier; Bush to Fortier, Anderson to
WE
neighbors, the Eastern Star and the
Lounder to Fortier. Left on bases, Ells- girls of the sardine
factory for the mauv
beautiful flowers and all the aid and comfort
worth «, Bucksport 1. Stolen bases, Ells*
they gave us during the illness aud at the
worth 5.

to

fR

Manset
Southwest Harbor
Northeast Harbor
Seal Harbor
Bar Harbor

Hit

Sunday

Sundays

Sorrento.’

1

xx

30,1919.

Bar Harbor

DIED.

0
1

to June

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

1

1

Ellsworth

UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION

WILLRICH—WE’TMORE—At Ellsworth, Aug
W Tickle. Miss Hilda H
25, by Rev J
Willrich, of Washington, D C, to Major
George Barton Wetmore, of Sussex, N B.

singing at 5. p.m.

Stark Apple Trees

Main Street

A

3
2
0
3

xx

Totals

Ready-made Clothing

Harbor.,,,,,

MARRIED.

11

Ellsworth Steam Laundry

NAPHTHA CLEANING
other alteratives, tonics and All Kinds of Laundry Work.
Goods called for and«dellvered
health-giving ingredients that are
recommended in the best medical Special attention to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
books, are combined in Hood’s Sarit builds up the blood, | State Street.
saparilla.
Ellsworth. Me
improves the appetite, invigorates the
GOOD LINE OF
digestion, tones the stomach and
gives nerve strength so as to promote
permanent good health. Has merited and held the praise of three gen- AT REASONABLE PRICES.
Repairing and
erations. Ton should give it a trial.
cleaning a specialty.
As a gentle thorough cathartic
DAVID F-RI Eirsj D
many recommend Hood's Pills.

0
0

EDWARD F. BRADY,

And

Bar

“Tim”

score:

ab.

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders
promptly attended to.

Mt Desert

BORN.

Following

was over.

PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.

Phillips Lake.

were
the stars.
Ellsworth was full of
double plays at the right time, pulling off
three pretty infield plays. Bucksport’s

copped

rIONEST WORK; HONEST

na-

ling under two defeats by Ellsworth,
Edward Loweree, who has been here
came with a strengthened team to secure
spending his vacation at his farm here.
from New York since June, left for home
Mrs. Mary J. Perry has returned from revenge. With the old U. of M battery,
bloat and swell up like 1 was poisoned
DeRocher and Lawry, they expected to Tuesday.
with
and suffered
neuralgic pains Dennysville, where she spent several
a crimp in the
Ellsworth batting
Erdman J. Lowell left Sunday for his
of the worst sort, and nothing seemed weeks with her grandson, Kenneth Hodg- put
averages.
home in Tarrytown, N. Y., after visiting
in a temporary way. don.
to help me only
But it W88 a good game and anybody’s relatives here.
1 just can’t tell you howl did suffer for
Mrs. Miriam Rand and Mrs. Rose Morgame until the eighth inning, when Ellsthe past four years and up to the time I ton of Winter Harbor were
L^on Q. Flood and Lester Simpson of
of
relaguests
worth drove in three runs and brought
began taking Tanlac, a few weeks ago.
Bangor were guests of Mr. Flood’s partives here recently.
the game to the final score, 5-2.
“When 1 read the testimonials of some
ents over Sunday and Monday.
Errors were costly for Bucksport, while
who had been relieved of troubles like
Miss Dorothy Cook of Hancock is visitSURRY.
the errors made by
Ellsworth
in
the
1
felt
like
I couldn’t make a
mine
just
Miss Marjorie Jellison.
Mrs L. F. Alexander has returned from eighth were not responsible for any runs. ing
mistake by taking Tanlac, and it has done
The annual Sunday school picnic was
where she has been visiting For six innings Ellsworth played errorLynn,
Mass.,
more
for
me
even
than 1 had expected,
her son, Lieut. Eben E. Alexander, just less ball, and only eighteen men faced held at Maddocks landing Wednesday,
i began to feel better after taking
w

would just

Hot Water Heating, Furnacr
Work and Jobbing.

Telephone 17S-2.

MEDICINAL ROOTS, HERBS,
BARKS AND BERRIES

lower

portation, exportation and transportation
of intoxicating liquors for
beverage purposes. During the five years since, he has
been constantly addressing
great audi-

PLUMBING

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

House of Congress the amendment to the
Constitution of the United States prohibiting forever the manufacture, sale, im-

became

score

Congress,

country.

addresses have been scattered over the
nation by the ton. No man has made a
more exhaustive scientific
study of alcohol and the effects of the drink habit on
ihe human race than he.
To him was given the honor, on Decem-

21-7 in favor of Ellsworth.
“Cy” Young, Ellsworth's new coach and
pitcher, was in the box for Ellsworth for

but

of

this
Upon
jame theme he has
spoken from almost
jvery noted Chautauqua
platform in
America, and his published temperance

ing

more

country as congressman. He
and persistently pressed the
of
the
prohibition
upon

bravely

Introduced Himself.
Grandma was out walking- with her
small grandson when a
large dog came
running along the w'alk. The little
hoy started to pet the dog when grandma warned him not to,
saying that he
was strange to the
dog and might get
hurt. At that the little fellow walked
over to the dog, made a
bow, and said:
“I’m Ford Bradley.
Now you know
me, don’t youT’

WOOD S BISHOP CO.,

Bangor,

Maine E‘i839*d

Sold bv The J. P. ELDRIOQE CO. INC.. Ellsworth. Me
mg

•'

Harbot-penple are much pleased that such
charming family will have a permanent

home here.

ONLY MEDICINE
MADE FROM FRUIT

A

is

so

why
extraordinarily
reason

ber of

the hall
farewell to

held in

and all the

Olive Chase and Josephine Grindle left
Boston Monday.

for

num-

were

Fred Emerton, U. 8. 8. ,Fulton,
home on a short furlough last week.

summer

present.

C.

Aug. 25.
Mrs. Al. Welch
ton this week

giving
Constipation, Torpid Liver, Indigestion, Chronic Headaches, Neuralgia,
Kidney and Bladder Troubles,
Rheumatism, Pain in the Back,
Rceema and other Skin Affections,
is, because it is the only medicine in
the world made from fruit juices.

Irving

I

by

was

called to

The Q. A. R. and woman’s relief corps
will resume meetings, Saturday afternoon,
Sept. 6.

father.

Whitaker of Washburn

S.

to

Dvorak’s Terzetto for two violins and
viola, Joseph
Fuchs contributed two
violin solos, “La Uitana” ard “Tambourin
Chinoia,” both by Fritz Kreisler, and Wm
Kroil, Louis Bostelmann, Cyril Towbin,
(ierald
Warburg and Miss Henrietta
Michelson
Percy
Grainger’s
played
roystenng clog dance, “Handel in the
•Strand.”
Miss

ties.

Stoning-

the death of her

wai

ManCarolyn
gone
chester, N. H.. to attend business college,
E. E. Chase has opened an office in Bangor for Byer & Small, investment securihas

Snowman

ministers and by Hon. Norman Bassett
of Augusta, helped in making a delightful occasion.

successful

was

in

Michelson,

who is

a

pianist

of note

New

ing. Director of the affair and conductor
of the orchestra was Mr. Kneiael.
8.
Bept. 1.
MANSET.
Miss Evelyn Barker, who has spent two
her aunt, has returned to
her home in Freeport, L. I.

months with

Ella King and daughter Margie
of Waverley, Mass., have
been in town the past week.
The ladies’ aid society of the Metb odist
Mrs.

and

grandchild

are

;

here for

a

few

dover, Mass.

Guptill was a week-end guest
Daniel Deasy.
The J.M.Williamses entertained a weekj end house party of relatives from Ella| worth. Mr. and Mrs. Heath and family
were in the party.
C.
Sept. 1.

NEWS

of Mrs.

j
|

GOULDSBORO.
Thomas Van Ness and wife left Wednesday for Boston. They will sail Sept. 4

Coburn
Point

Haskell’s

was

'L*4'
Ban^!',ce

--......

Mr».
dred

Clinton Gray and
sister, Miss
and niece, Clarice
Uott

Heed,

Murohv and
family ns*
Hub to hia new
hoa"
bought here, tue Hubert B.

Joshua

down from the
has

J

hou*e.

Au*. 18.

THEf.su,

Thursday evening, and
that was standing outside

Ford truck

a

Parker

at

garage

badly damaged.

The Are started
coal-oil stove that was used for
heating water. The two Packard cars
were saved.
The estimated cost of the
was

from

a

|500.

A vaudeville and moving-picture performance was given at the Century theatre, Monday evening, Aug. 25, for the
benefit of the National Service
club,
Colonia, N. J. This club is a unit from
Colonia base hospital, No. 3, and serves as
a recreational home for between 800 and
1,000 wounded men. The proceeds, £406,
will be used for entertainment and
special
Joe Mathews and wife are home from needs for the invalid soldiers.
Miss
Bar Harbor. Mrs. Mathews has gone to Elinor Brooks of East Orange, N. J., is
South Gouldsboro, where she has employchairman and hostess of the club. The
ment.
Mr. Mathews will go to Smithvaudeville was much appreciated by all.
vil e to work.
Mrs. Arthur Wood gave a monologue,
Eittah.
Aug. 25.
Miss Virginia Chase a recitation.
Miss
Miss Abbie Sowle is ill.
Florence Allen of Sedgwick a selection of
Charles E. Tracy, wife aud sons Enos songs, and Reuben Osgood of Surry, well
j
and Charles have returned to their home known for his abilities as a comedian,
put
W. H.

Barstow of Brewer is the guest of

Irving MacDonald and w ife.
the world.
Miss Bertha Boyd of Calais is the guest
Rev. F. L. Phalen and wife and Miss of Frank Libby and wife.
Gertrude Ix>rd of W aterville left Tuesday
Alvah Dyer has received his discharge
for their homes.
from the service, and is home.
Mi*s Gertrude Bickford of Rochester,
A daughter was boro to Mr. and Mrs.
N. H.. is spending her vacation at Alfred Kenneth Tracy Aug. 23. (
Mary Jane.)
from

Vancouver,

B.

C.,

for

trip

a

around

Hamilton's.

Mrs. R. E,

Robinson has returned

Herbor.

Bar

Capt.

She

William

possession
Mrs.

has sold

Palmer,

her

who

from

place

will

to

take

soon.

Minnie

W.

Pike

_

entertained

a

party Wednesday evening. She has as a
guest her caughter-in-law, Mrs.
Eleanor R. Pike.

house

Capt. Frank Miller and wife
lyn, N. Y., left Wednesday.

of

j

in Iowa.

Brook-

the

finishing

touches to the

performance.

T. Sowle and family of Ellsworth i Schools will open Sept. 8$ with the folthe week-end with Mrs. Ellie
Camp- lowing teachers: Principal of the acadRev. Wllliam S. Jones of Newport, R. 1., spent
bell.
of Washburn;
emy, Vernon ,G. Smith
made a short visit to friends here ThursMrs. Lovina Guptill has returned home first assistant, Elizabeth Earns of Benton;
day
from a visit to her son David at Edding- Becond assistant, Hilda M. Packard of
Edward Preble and wife left for their
ton and her daughter, Mrs. Irving £peed,
Norridgewock. Village grammar, Nellie
home in Boston Saturday.
at Bradford. Lula Perry
has returned Douglass;
intermediate, Mrs. Sadie Herfrom
a visit with her uncle, D. P.
Rev. Paul Pnalen has nought the Joy
Guptill. rick; primary, Julia Saunders. East
Mrs. Ira Guptill has returned from a
place of William Palmer aud will transBluebill grammar, Ellen McIntyre; priform it into a summer home.
Prospect visit to her sitter in Orrington.
mary, Ethel Stover. South Bluehilt, I moEittah.
Sept* 1*
j gene Bickford. Eastward, Irma Grindle;
Morgan s Bay, Nina Horton. Beach Hill,
CASTINE.
Sadie Snow.
Hinckley, Helen Merrill.
Rufus Parker, who has been visiting I
Witham, Ethel Astbury. Wescott, Mrs.
his father, Capt. K. O. Parker, has reMary B. Hinckley. Billings, Mrs. Guy
turned to Newburyport.
Billings. Grindleville, Nellie Leach. SeaMrs. Hill of Rockland was the weekrille, Esther Astbury.
Mines, Annie
end guest of her brother, T. E. Hale.
Veazie.
Pro*. J. L. Hooper ami family, who
8.
9ept. 1.
B.

VelvetAlways Hits

Sight!

/

occupying

bungalow

in

Miss Faye D vereux,
who
ployment in Bangor, ,pent the

has

em-

week-end

at home.
Rosmar

ing

Devereux of Boston

two weeks at home

spend-

is

here.

Aug. 25.

(5.

the

concert,which mufet have been considerable (for the summer visitors here
bought over |200 worth of tickets) have
been given to Percy Saunders to make
good his losses by reason of a broken arm

iuc

pitching

in

in

a

nuiu

x

si

match game

by

a

dozen

heads.

high-class music, grew to its culmination when the musical folk threw' off
the serious moockand, in the final division
of the program, played pieces which were
jolly as well as artistic; not only played,
but sang also, for it was the conoeit of one
of them to turn the dance and feast delineated in Chwatal’s “Merry Sleighing j
Party” into a competition singing bout j
between an imaginary party of doughboys and Tommies, in which unison
fiddles on the one hand and voices on the ;
other
played aud sang “John Brown’s
Buildings and dormitories are of the most
beautiful type in New England. Its location
in a hamlet haring no resorts or distract*
ing entertainments, affords conditions most
ideal for study, yet homelike atmosphere is
maintained.
Practical courses including Sewing. Home
Economics. Domestic Chemistry Debating,
and Business English and Arithmetic.
Wholesome rivalry in all sports.

It is an ideal school for college preparation and also offers practical courses for
those not preparing for college.

For

catalog and particulars, address

WM. E.

aud

“Tipperary”

at the

same

time.

j

“counterpoints,”

j

each

other, with

ranger.
A solo
a

the musicians say, to
little help from the ar-

as
a

feature of

“Slovak”

for

the

violin

program

was

composed

by

SARGENT. UtU>^ Principal.

Pack
1

FORTY ACRES

a

pipeload.

Light

up and

fragrance of real tobacco—the incense
And

j

BUILDINGS

of

1

The proceeding was then reversed, and
the musical effect was stunning; the two
tunes being found to
be
admirable

Samuel Gardner, for years one of Mr. j
Kneisel’s summer pupils
here, and
played by Miss Helen Jeffrey, to whom
the piece is dedicated. The other uumbers were none the less interesting and
beautiful because they had to forego the
touch of
local
interest. Mrs.
Hugo
Anschuetz, Miss Florence Bryant, Miss
Winifred Merrill and Miss Lify Natalia
played a romance for four violins by
Josef
HoUmesberger jr., with Miss
Margaret Hart (who filled in chinks and

i-

TEN

Body”

say! It’s great! That good, natural fragrance
Kentucky’s wonder tobacco—Burley—
No
King of Pipe-land.
camouflage about it.
No dolling up.
And

num-

bers of

’THE future hold* countless opportunities
for the wide-awake boys and far-sighted
girls of today. How can your boy or girl
meet the needs and responsibilities of that
great time?
Hebron, through its proper environment,
close contact with students from many parts
of the country, courses of study and plan of
play, is moulding body, mind and soul for
the tasks of this golden future.

a

me

ruiui,

tillage and vicinity crowded the ball, aud
[he enthusiasm evoked

begin with, Velvet Tobacco,

Open it up—and you get the fragrance that
Nature stored in the tobacco during eight changing
seasons, while it mellowed in great wooden hogs-

Bluebill baseball club.
pcwpc

To

has

right
slip-

in its jolly red
wholesome
tin,
generous look to it
Nothing
about
it
A red-blooded tin full of
namby-pamby*
red-blooded tobacco, for red-blooded folks.

Point, at the town hall
Friday evening. The net proceeds of

For the

Taste!/!

it’s

THEN

teurs of Parker

incurred

Bagger:

easy to get to the home-plate,
where j*ou snuggle down in an oid coat and
pers to enjoy life.

UNIQUE CONCERT.
The apparently inexhaustible resources
M the musical colony was illustrated at
the concert given by Franz Kueisel and
bis pupils, assisted by. some of the araa-i
last

3

I

___

their

North Castine, have returned to Auburn.
Rev. Mr. Beyer Ji't lat-t week for his
home in New Jersey.

a

Smell!!

_

have been

you’ll get

to solid comfort

mild, pleasant taste, that only

a

the

our

Nature-

can impart
ageing
You will never taste
finer cigarette than the one
you roll with Velvet

method

Fifteen

cents a

tin—not

a

a

cent more.

Batter up!

when a
pianoforte was called
supplementary capacity through-

crannies
for in
out

Instruction
and

Equipment

No Entrance

Examination

an

unlimited demand for skilled dei tis

A

friendly pipeful

most

s

and

Leading dentists of Boston and vicinity have charge

work.
Association with these men is invaluable,
from a technical view-point, but in a practical
Ultra-modern equipment, the most up-to-date of
any school of its kind.

of this

only

way.

diplomas of high schools covering required
Graduates
admitted without examination.
of thir school lead the profession in standing and lucrative practice. For catalog, address
Holders of

subjects

for

TRY THIS TO BANISH
ALL RHEUMATIC PAINS

specialists in dentistry, The Harvard University Dental
School offers a most thorough and efficient training in
For those who wish to
this interesting profession.
specialize there are courses in Oral Surgery. Orthodontia (straightening the teeth) and other branches.

not

accompanist.
charming duets

even

Big Opportunities
There is

as

Atibrrtiarmnit#,

"DENTAL SCHOOL'
A Chance
To Specialize

the evening)

Two of Godard’s

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

A Field of

a

are

Eugene H. Smith, D. M. D., Dean, Boston, Mass.

the umpire
human.

makes
al-

seem

People who have been tormented for
years—yes, even so crippled that they
were unable to help themselves—have been
brought back to robuBt health tbrcugh
the mighty power of Kheuma.
Rheuma acts with speed; it brings in
a few days the relief you have prayed for,
It antagonizes the poisons that cause
agony and pain in the joints and musclet
and Quickly the torturing soreness completely disappears.

It is a harmless and inexpensive remedy,
but sure and certain, because it is one
discovery that has forced rheumatism and
sciatica to yield and disappear.
Begin the Rheuma treatment to-day, anc
if you do not get the joyful relief you expect, your moBey will be returned. Alex
ander’s Pharmacy always has a supply anc

guarantees it to you.

u

™

burned

garage is $2,000, and thd truck about
There was no insurance.

Mrs. Edgar Handy is visiting in Bar
Harbor.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

NKWs

WEST THE
MONT.
K. M. H.ramonda o[
Arlington
his
joined
family tor two weeks
bon,e of Mrs. Siminonds’
parent
Gf^ortre W. Lunt and wife iiin » ^
K
Lunt and Miss Maud
ro”
Worcester, Mam ""rt Miti,H
°f
Miss The'..1 .“I
Lunt of Boston,
Bos
come with Mr si6/*8* ^
--oi
by auto.
mtnondg

history in the Athens high school. Doris
Merrill is assistant in the high school at
West boro, Mass.

Mrs. John

*

from FRUIT-A-TIVES
limited, OGDENSBURG, N, Y.
or

COUNTY

s
York, played Weber’s “Invitato Arlington,
j returned
Mass., after ,??
tion to the Dance,” of which Mr.Krehbiel
vacation here.
(for nearly forty years musical editor of
Mrs. L. W. Hu mill and
the New York Tribune) made a short church held its annual sale last Wednesdaughter Maris
have gone to
verbal and untechnical analysis, part of day* at the home of Mrs. Mabel Keene. t
Washington, D. C Marie
1 will take a courae
in
It
was
a
decided
success.
which was a description of a waltz, with
stenography.
Mi«s
Here! 'Reed
B. S. Kimball and wife of Bangor have
and Miss
melodramatic musical accompaniment.
Em,
wl,°
Wravh,ve
Mrs. Dr. Anders of Philadelphia, a sum- opened their cottage, for the season,
»i*nt their vacation hT
I
nave
returned
to Brewer.
|
mer resident at the Falls, sang three
A
of the Manset tennis club .».et

The September committee of the ladies’
days last week.
Judge L. B. Deasy and wife of Bar Har- sewing circle of the Congregational
j bor were guests at Capt. Deasy's the last church will hold a food sale Wednesday,
of the week.
Sept. 10.
Melvin Robertson of the 26th infantry,
Miss Gertrude Bickford of Rochester, i
party
He songs, and Miss Katharine
N. H., and Albert Gray are at Alfred Ham- 1st division, arrived home Aug. 26.
Carpenter of with Bessie Noyes, Friday evening. All I
was in Germany with the army of occuNew York and Miss Elizabeth Quay, a kind of games were
ilton's for their vacation.
played and music I
j
granddaughter of the late Senator Quay rendered. Ice-cream and
Miss Lotie Johns of East Boston was a pation for seven mouths.
cake
were
John Greene has been elected sub- I of Pennsylvania, sang two duets, Men- served.
recent guest of Mrs. Henry Hamilton.
master of the high school at Strong. ; delssohn’s 4tI would that My Love” and a
Aug. 25.
LllAC.
Rev. William S. Nichols and family left
Olive Chase will teach Latin, French and
this morning for their home in North An-

composed of the medicinal principles
found in apples, oranges, figs and
prunes, together with the nerve
tonics and antiseptics.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.

COUNTY

was

BLUE HILL.

General singing,
musical numbers by Irving S. Ray and
Miss Pratt, speeches by
the different

in
relief to those suffering with

At dealers

townspeople

visitors

“Fruit-a-tives”

These “Fruit Liver Tablets"

delightful party

on Monday evening
as
a
Tlioraaa Van Ness and wife. A good

Extraordinary Success which
“Fruit-a-tives” Has Achieved
One

were played by Robert Velten and
Tuscan folksong.
About forty players
Cyril Towbin, Miss Marianne Kneisel, were on the stage in the jocose enseioblest
William Kroli and Cyril Towbin played which made a hilarious end to the evep-

violins

COUNTY NEWS
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“the

friendly tobacco

aobertiermmts

COUNTY

Proof that Some Women
do Avoid Operations
Mrs. Etta

Dorion, of Ogdensburg, Wis.,

E. B.

say*:

Boyd

Avoided

Canton. Ohio.—“I suffered from

wife.

Harold Smith of Portland is visiting his
Mrs. M. E. Taylor, for two
weeks.

grandmother,

Operation.

an

Fred Herrick, jr., who went to Chicago
has joined his brother

few weeks ago,
Alton, in Texas.
a

West
are
visiting Mrs.
Love’s mother, Mrs. E. I. Hill.
Mrs. Blanche Pierce and children and
Mrs. Sadie Crane and children of Winter

female trouble which
caused me much suffering, and two doctors decided that
I would have to go through an operation before I could
a

get well.
"My mother, who had been helped by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, advised me to try it before submitting to an operation. It relieved me from

Harbor

of

mother,

their

Mrs. E.

Mrs.

John Blake and Master Warren of

ing two
Haven.

at

weeks

the

“Homestead,”

Every Sick Woman Shoi

Sperry

of

Washington,

D.

C., played

who

has been

the organ.

Miss

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
To An

Operation!

LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO. LYNN.MASS.

Madella

Small,

housekeeper for the
Thompson at Haven
returned to Sedgwick.

late

Col.

this

W.

B.

summer, has

Mrs. Fannie Allen of Somerville, Mass.,
visiting friends here. She has been
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. William
Allen, at Pond Island.
is

Mrs. E. ldella Hill observed her sixtysixth birthday last Tuesday, at her home.
All of her children

were

present;

also six

received many pretty

She

grandchildren.

gifts.
Private Edward E. Jones, formerly of
has received a personal citation
for
bravery in the Argonne. Private
Jones has been in Germany the past
eight mouths, with the army of oc-

cupation.
1918, with

SOGONY
Motor

to

name“gasoline.”

up

They
only SOCONY
—uniform, pure,
powerful. Look
for the Red,

ONY
MOTOR

The best way to
be sure that the
gasoline you buy
measures

ing his

»ko

to

quality standards

u.s pat orr

f

White and Blue

So-CO-ny Sign.

gasoline

son

Stewart of

The Shaw
to

Jonesport

is

Co.

Comedy

nights

three

at

their

Harry Neville and
Swift, who have been

STANDARD DILC0.5IN.Y.

,

family and Mrs.
“Lookout”,

at the

left for their homes in New Y ork Satur-

day, going by automobile.
left

Thursday

for

Washington,

C.,

D.

and

Odd

presented its
Fellows hall,

Abbie
of

funeral of

their

He is

Eastport.

of

Mrs.Charles West, who has been visit-

spend the wdnter there.
Alexander S. Porter, jr., who has a
beautiful summer home here, has presented to the library a Triptych in
clay by
Anna Coleman Ladd. This piece of
sculp-

done in 1915. Mr. Porter
pregift in memory of his w'ife,
Henrietta Wiggles worth Porter. The gift
is much appreciated by the
patrons of
the library.
was

sented this

Sept.

1.

Une Femme
.*1

formerly

of this

Bluehill,

has been

visiting

past

week.

j

A membership committee
composed of
Mrs. Boardman of Plainfield, N.
J.; Fred

Cousins of East Bluehill, and Louis Bosteliuann of New York was
appointed by
the president.
Among the now members of the club
are Mrs. W. E.
H. 13. SlaHadloek, Mr
ven, R. E. Slaven, Miss Nila E. Slaven of

York;

New

Mrs.

Benjamiu Curtis,

the

Tu'fts'o’f Waltham, Mass.;

Dr.

Misses Carol and Helen Curtis of Wgjleslev, Maas.; Miss Christie Tufts and Mrs.

flarfiey

A.

Long

O. D.

of

Baltimore; Mrs. William
Washington, D. C.; Masters

C. Herron of

Emerson Slaven and Orilla Hollis of New
York; Mrs. Linwood Leach and Mrs. .Jean
Carter of East Bluehill and Mr. Tonolley
of New York.

me ciud stocked the
brook at East
Bluehill with 2,000 fry sent by the fish and
game commission at Augusta.
Further

Clyde

New Century

with New

Century

grange

Sept. 6.

Aug. 25.

B.

BIRCH HARBOR.
The eleventh

annual

reunion

family was held Wednesday
Baptist church. The dinner was
Rice

to about

hearty co-operation of all those interested in preserving the natural resources
of the county are earnestly invited.
The club owes a debt of gratitude for
the untiring interest shown by its first
president, Mr. Sherlock Andrews of
Rochester, N. Y., and to its new president
Charles Curtis of East Bluehill.
HULL’S COVE.
Miss Agnes

spending

her

Brewer
vacation

of

11.

Rev. Mr. Jobe, who has been quite ilJr
Aug. 25.

of the
at the
served

seventy in the vestry, weather

Mary J. Young, with her daughter conditions being unfavorable for a
and granddaughter, of Webster City,
meeting. A short business meeting
Iowa, is visiting relatives here.
followed by
the usual program.
Mrs. William Wilkins, daughter Vir- report gave five deaths, two births
ginia' and cousin, Miss Edith Auger, of two weddings.
Somerville, Mass., left for their home
Aug. 23.

tent
was

The
and
C.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Aiwa

bears

Signature of.

H. W. Morang

Ellsworth Falls:
A. W.

.Salisbury

Whitcomb, Haynes & Whitney

H. L. Dauico

North Ellsworth
Bluehill:

J. B. Bettel
Austin Chatto
C. F. Wescott, jr.,
I. E. Stanley
F. L. Nason
F. L. Greene

East Bluehill

A. R. Conary
F A. Bowden

South Bluehill
Brooklin

G. M. Allen & Son

W. H. Stover

Sedgwick

North Brooksville

S. H. Hawes
F. W. Gray
F. B. Sylvester
Daniel

North

West Brooksville
West Sedgwick
South Bluehill*

McKay

Surry

How

Remington UMC Service
Helps Civilian Marksmen

Franklin:
R. E. Rankin

L. C. Bragdon
Gott & Hanson

Dyer Bros
0. J. Murch
H. H. Hopkins

Eastbrook
Trenton

Lamoine:
II. L. Smith
W. C. Wallace
G. W. Colwell & Co.
H. TV. Johnson
Louis Jordan
Howard Crosby
Alden K. Haslam

J. Sherman Douglas
E. M. King
South Hancock
Hancock
Mt. Desert Ferry
Aurora
Waltham

STANDARD OIL COMPANY of NEW YORK

"COR THE MAN who wants to get into worth-while target shooting,
the Service Department of Remington UMG provides a convenient and
direct introduction.
Without charge or obligation, it will solve his two main problems—
Where ? —and How ?
The Remington UMC Service Department is in close touch with the official rifle
shooting
movement in this country
with the national organization and more than 2500 local civilian
clubs; with every important target range—with thousands of individual shooters, including
practically every civilian marksman of standing.
It has for years foreseen and assisted in this great development in organized
target shooting.
Today it is better than ever before supplied with information on the organization of clubs,
the installing and equipment of target ranges, and short cuts to advanced target
shooting.'
It is at your service for shooting right—and wants to hear from you.
—

i

Remington UMC Modern Arms and Ammunition are sold by alert sporting goods and hardware dealers
in your community
by more than 82,700 such dealers in this country.
—

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY, Inc.
Largest Manufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the World
WOOLWORTH BUILDING

Anne.

Itch!
Itch!
Itch!—Scratch!
Scratch!
Scratch! The more you scratch the worse the
itch. Try Doan's Ointment. For eczema, any
skin itching. 60c a box.—Advt.

O. P Torrence

C. W. Grindal

is

is better.

Ells. Foundry & Machine Works
II. F. Wescott

E. E. Rowe

Portland

with her mother.

Ellsworth:

Silvy & Linnehan
1!. Estey

the

annual event.
the business

DEALERS WHO SELL SOCONY MOTOR GASOLINE

C. L. Moraug

at

Walter Fogg, wife and infant son of
consignments are promised this fall and it
Waverley, Mass., spent last week with is planned to stock Morris
pond and the
Mr. Fogg’s parents.
brook between East Biuehll and Surry.
Mrs. Edward Goodwin and daughter It is not the intention of the club to conJanice of Brockton, Mass., were recent fine its activities to East
Bluehill, butr to
endeavor to :mprove the fishing in the
guests of G. W. Brewster and wife.
in which endeavor the
neighborhood,
William R. BurrilJ

grange Aug. 23, the
program included readings by Gertrude
Helen
Wakefield,
Black, Walter Gray,
Ethel Gray, Maurice Miller and Mary
Burrill. Hancock
Pomona
will
meet

Allen,

i

ing her sister, Mrs. Carrie Flye, returned
to Dorchester, Mass., Friday. She w^as ac- 1
companied by her mother, Mrs. A. J. Babj
son, who will

voted

Cousins.

factory

Coggins

was

meeting following the
picnic, the following officers were elected :
President, Charles Curtis; first vice-president, Louis Bostelmannjsecond vice-president, (Linwood Leach;
corresponding
secretary, Capt. Percy Moore; recording
secretary, Archer Long; treasurer, Fred

aunt, Mrs. Alma Bartlett.
Frank Crocker of
Machiasport, who has
been the inspector at A. H. Mayo’s

this season, has gone to
Eastport.
succeeded as inspector by Mr.

It

chowder picnic become

At

sister and

In

Friday.
Eugene Holden returned to Somerville,
Mass., Friday, after spending two weeks
with his mother, Mrs. George Holden.
now

to attend the

CLtfB.

The Rod, Line and Oun dub of East
Bluehill held its Becond annual
meetiug
August 26, celebrating the event with a
chowder picnic on Mink island at 5
p. m.,
and following the picnic with a dance in

an

Kane and son Everett of Addison
Jason Kane of Belfast w'ere in town

Saturday

LINE AND OUN

the grange hall.
meeting that the

sons

spending a few' weeks w’ith her
parents, Li. W. Smith and wife.

Mrs.

Best Gasoline

_

ROD,

Farnsworth and wife, have returned to
their home at Jonesport.

brother

Mrs.

home

friends in town the

and the World’s

Farnsworth
and son
guests of A. E.

McLaughlin is visiting her
in
Quincy, Mass. She
will also visit sisters in Portland and
Auburn,

Waterville

sister,

family, who have spent
month at their summer home here, left

Mrs.

Edward

Miss Ethel

wife of

Meader’s

well-filled houses.

for

M. Wardwell and wife.
Walter 1£. Carter and wife of
Waltham,
Mass., are spending a few days with Mr.
Carter’s grandmother, Mrs. Nora
Wight
Aug. 25.
H.
W.

who have been the

returned from overseas, where he has been
in service during most of the war.

visit-

F. B. Davis and

a

H. F. Strdut and wife of
Springfield,
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Strout’s parents,

Saturday.

Mrs.

benevolent society held a
afternoon.
Proceeds,

Wednesday

ft 6.60.

NelHe Flye of Somerville, Mass.,
has spent her vacation with her
cousins, the Misses Dollard, returned

and wife of Ottawa
visiting Mr. Burrill’s mother, Mrs.
Arvesta Burrill. Mr. Burrill has recently

Bert Anderson.

plays

The ladies’
sale

Miss

home

east blue hi el.
Miss Hazel Webber is home from Bar
i Harbor.
Miss Mary Lit jJaniels of
Cambridge,
MasB., is the guest of MiasChlUtW Tufts.

her

home

are

Fred.

visiting Mrs.

place,

loin

The Sign of a
Reliable Dealer

sell

with

for her

July,

Une Femme.

25.

Charles Meader and
are

summer

“who

the

Capt. R. C.

buy from the

low.

in

overseas

whites that he is in line health, and haa
nc ver been wounded.
His many friend
glad to hear the 1st division is on its
way home.

dealers listed be-

sold under the

went

are

WI Gasoline
is

A wide variety of
mixtures is being

He

76th division, but was at
once transferred to the 28th infantry, 1st
division, and sent -to the front. He wa&
in the battle of St. Mihiel, the Argonne
forest, and was held in reserve at Sedan
when the armistice was
signed. He

Aug.

the

Lucius Cousins of Holyoke, Mass., who
has
been visiting his
parents, C. C.
Cousins and wife, returned home
Sunday
by automobile.

ture

Brooklin,

The Sign of Service

spent

Henry

Rev. George W. Love preached at the
Baptist church Sunday morning. Dr.
Paul

has

brother, H. D. Powers, left
Thursday.

after

spend-

are

CpUNTY NEWS'

in

returned to

Mrs. Mildred Smith Dowell and

Bedford, Mass., with friends,

N. E., Canton, Ohio.

Submitting

Mrs.
who

I. Hill.

my troubles so I can do my house work without any
difficulty. I advise any woman who is afflicted with
female troubles to give Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
table Compound a trial and it will do as much
for them.”—Mrs. Makie Boyd, 1421 6th St..

Before

visiting

are

w'ife

and

month

a

Chicago Tuesday.
Ciarence Biliings of New Haven,

George,

/-

George W. Love
Springfield, Mass.,

wife,

and

in his

Mrs. Olmstead of Massachusetts is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Minard Freethey.
Lucius Cousins of Holyoke, Mass., is
visiting his parents, C. U. Cousins and

spending

Miss Gladys Bridges, who has spent her
vacation with her parents, A. W.
Bridges

Kane,

who has had blood poisonhand, is better.
Lawrence Lurvey has gone to Var
Buren, where his father has employment,

ing

after

town.

BKOOKLXN.

“1 suffered from female troubles which caused
piercing pains
like a knife through my back and side.
I finally lost
mv
strength so I had to go to bed. The doctor advised
an operation
but I would not listen to it. I thought of what I had read
about
Lydia E. I inkham s Vegetable Compound and tried it. The first
bottle brought great relief and six bottles have entirely cured me
All women who have female trouble of any kind should ‘trv
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.”

How Mrs.

.Saturday,

NEWS

NEW YORK!

seek to destroy the copper coil in
which the vapor is condensed. These
coils are difficult to replace, as they
have to be brought from Ohio, which
is nearly 200 miles from the moonshine
district.
City dealers will not atways sell coils
to mountaineers, and as a result the
moonshiners often have tec-p forced
to employ a confederate to mn’.e
the purchase for them. When the coll
finally has been secured, the moonshiner has the difficult task of taking it
home unobserved. Arriving at London
he has t° conceal it in a hag of meal or
In a barrel of oil. The moonshiner
will then throw the bag over the back
of a mule and proceed on his way to
the still, high In the mountains.
The whisky makers of the Kentucky
and Tennessee mountains do not seek
to be interrupted In (lielr chosen vocation of making "mountain dew," nor do
they desire the society of the “blue
grass" section to come near them, fearing that they will suffer ignominy in
comparison. The mountaineers live the
lives they please, regardless of what
the outside world has prescribed as
conventional.
A whole family will
sleep in one room. A man will think
nothing of drinking a quart of whisky
a day.
The moonshiners have no n-e
for newspapers, magazines or books,
and pay little att-mtion to what is going on outside their mountains.
Defend Moonshine Industry,
The moonshiners hnve failed to rnderstand why the government should
interfere with their business. They
maintain that they rnise thetr own
corn in land they own.
Because of the
lack of railroad facilities, the mountaineers assert it is impossible to ship
the grain to the cities. The roads are
too hilly and rocky to haul the com
to the villages, and. in order to make
a living for their family, are
forced
to
manufacture
All
the
whisky.
moonshiner asks is that the government keep the “revenuers” away.
The crafty maker of moonshine always is prepared to hack up his logic
by engaging in gun play with any
stranger who disagrees with him. and
it is because of these precautions that
the government has found it difficnlt
to pnt an end to the illicit manufacture of liquor in the rough mountainous districts of the South.

REVENUE MEN
FAIL TO STOP

MOONSHINERS
Traffic in Illicit Whisky Continues
Unabated.
_

EVERY APPROACH IS WATCHED
Lookouts Prepared to Shoot First and
Ask Questions Afterward—DesperMen of Hills Spend Day in Villages, Make “Mountain Dew” at

ate

Night, and Go to Church on Sunday
—Travelers Not Welcome In Moonshine Country,
The traffic In moonshine whisky In
the inonntaln fastnesses of Kentucky
anjJ Tennessee continues unabated, despite the efforts of the government to
■put an end to the Illicit distillation of
liquor. In some quarters the volume
of business done by the moonshiners
Jias even increased. Their output has
been supplying thousands of people with “booze” In an otherwise “dry”

territory.
The moonshiners are desperate men
and skilled marksmen.
They have
succeeded in concealing their stills In
the forbidding mountains of the South,
and their friends and neighbors are
banded together to protect the industry. Lookouts stationed in the wooded vulleys and in the shadowy recesses
scan every approach and are prepared
to shoot first and ask questions afterward. It Is for these reasons that officers of the internal revenue department. familiarly known to the moonshiners as “revenuers,” have failed to
stop the Industry. Many government
officers have met death In their unsuccessful efforts to locate the mountain
fetllls and to arrest the moonshiners.
Prohibition Aids Moonshiners.
njuuusiiiiie

made

ousmess

nas

oeen

unusually flourishing business recently because of the numerous
localities thnt have gone “dry” as a
result of local option laws. Despite
the heavy penalties for operating a
an

COUNTY NEWS
WEST FRANKLIN.
Miss Adah

Do you want it?

Ed Long and wife, Aubrey Long and
wife, and Fred Cousins of Bluehill were
guests of Percy DeBeck and wife Wednesday.

William Rollins and wife visited at
Their niece, PauOrrington last w eek.
line Smith, returned with them.

Maine Can Have

DeBeck and wife, P. W. DeBeck
Mesdsmes Cora, Celia
and Helen Hardison attended the DeBeck
reunion at Clifton.
Dr.

and wif? and the

$ A,800,000

Mrs. Spencer and son of Holden are
visiting her father, A. O. Clark.
Tyler Gordon has gone to North Jay to
work

on

stone.

Mrs. S. T.

Goodwin and daughter have
Tenant’# Harbor, where

FOR

from

returned

they have spent the summer.
George Clark has sold bis Chevrolet
limousine and purchased a large touring

GOOD ROADS

car.

C. R. Clark and wife, Mr. Edwards, wife
son. and Mrs. Ford of Brewer spent
several days recently at camp t4Bide-awee.”

Without

and

HarryilClark

and

wife

have

Additional Taxation

returned

from Northeast Harbor.

Herbert Eldrtdge and wife of Gardiner,
son and Mrs. Lord of
Surry were visitors at the home of S. S.
Mr. Milliken and

Scammor.

Wednesday.

The drama
tised for

Sept.

Sept.

which

the

1 has been

grange

postponed

Uncle Sam and the Auto

adveruntil

10.

Mr. Wing of Bangor was here Thursday, looking after the shipment of the
Frenchman Bay Lumber Co.’s hardwood.
Mrs. Delia Ryder has returned
from
Seal
Harbor, Miss Alice Ryder from

Harbor
and
Harbor.

Northeast

Miss

Pay the Bills

Nellie

Coombs from Bar

Ralph Buzzell of Cherrytield visited his
recently.
LewisiSfaumwi has been driving the K.

brother Joe

L>. during the vacation o! F. VV. DeBeck.

F.

The|;t'lark family
union at

held

the Charles

E.

its annual
Smith

re-

place,

VOTE “YES”

Thursday.
The grange aid society was entertained
Irvin Springer last week. The

by Mrs.J
next

NOT WORST PROSPECTS

Savage has returned from the
Castine.

Summer school at

meeting will be with Mrs. George

Springer.

Mrs. E. J. Rollins is visiting at Bar
United States Troops in Germany Ob- Harbor.
Mrs. Bertha McPhee
still, there have been few convictions.
and daughter
jects of Envy to Britishers,
The center of the moonshine district
The follow-ins are extracts from the Elizabeth of VVaterville were here for the
is in Kentucky and comprises
Clay, Watch on the Rhine, a paper publishtvt week-end.
Laurel, Leslie, Knox and Jackson coun- for the benefit of the troops In the
Ray Orcutt has returned from his sumties. These neighboring counties are American army of occupation:
mer’s work at Bar Harbor. He left
to-day
In the southeastern part of the state,
"The prospects for the soldier In the for Gouldsboro, where he will work in a
end but a short distance from the American army of occupation are not mill.
Tennessee line. It has been estimated i the worst In the world, according to
George Coombs, who has been at home
that there are at least 20 moonshine a group of Tommies from Cologne who daring the summer, has returned to his
stills In Clay county.
visited Andemach one Sunday recently. work at Somesville.
Mrs. Coombs will
In Clay county, home of feudists,
"The Tommies say they would he visit her daughter, Mrs. Osgood, at Bluehill several days.
where for years good marksmanship j ‘bally well delighted' If they had the
Sept. 1.
Echo.
has been the only price of safety to prospects of going home that the
members of the fighting families, the Americans have. They said that, alSURRY.
moonshiners and their associates are though they will soon finish their duJ. W. Gallison and wife of Springfield,
said to be more numerous than in
ties
in
must
then
to
Germany, they
go
Mass., were in town a few days last
any
other part of the state. London, in India for service.
week.
Laurel county, Is the nearest railroad
“The British soldiers were also
Herbert Eldridge and wife returned to
point to the heart of the moonshine greatly pleased with the Enlisted Gardiner last week.
district.
Men's club on the Rhine and the cafeHelen Clark returned to Massachusetts
Travelers are not welcomed In the teria In Andernarh. In most of the
moonshine country. A stranger tonrtowns where the British are billeted, Friday.
Fred Carter and three sons, of Belfast,
ing the mountains can expect at any they said, it w-as Impossible to even
moment to see a rifle barrel gleam
buy cigarettes. The big event for the were in tow u Monday.
from out of the underbrush and at the Tommies stationed near
Ethel Lord w eut to Deer Isle
Cologne is a
Monday,
same time receive a warning to leave.
boat trip to Andernach or Coblenz to teach.
Should the visitor, however, he vouch- once a week.
Angie lreworgy is home for a few days.
ed for by mountaineers who can guarMrs. Cor inn a Fish and family of Portantee that he is not a “revenuer,” a
land are visiting
her
father, Charles
HAD TO SEE HUSBAND
curious stranger or a possible enemy
Clark.
to the moonshine Industry, he is free
Earl Gaspar and family, Archie Grant
Woman Who Was Refused a Ship Pasto enter the danger zone.
Very few
and wife, Maud Clark and Margret Gasper
sage Stowed Away.
strangers, however, can secure this
returned
to Baverly Mass., Friday, by
"I Just had to see ray husband, and I
personal guarantee of safety.
automobile.
so
I
stowed
Raise Their Own Corn.
away," was the explana- !
Charles White and family of Bangor
The moonshiners raise their own lion of Mrs. Mary Joy, stowaway wife
the week end with relatives here.
of
a
machinist working at the Union spent
com to be used In the manufacture of
Mrs. Clara Albie is the guest of Alston
Iron works In San Francisco, to Purser
whisky.
While
the
mountaineers
Milliken and wife.
maintain that the com is raised for George F. Roberts of the Matson NavRaymond Cousins and wife, with a
Commercial purposes and for fodder, igation company's liner Lurline, which
very little of the grain Is devoted to arrived there after a 7%-day trip from friend, are home for a vacation.
Honolulu.
these ends.
Marie Osgood is home from Rockland
T went to the Pacific Mall
uimuixiuue
Dusiness tnnves in
company for a few days.
the autumn after the crops have been ofiice In Honolulu, and they told me
Major Herbert Milliken of Portland,
harvested. In the spring and summer they were booked solid for a year, and who has been overseas the past eighteen
tile Matson office told me
the stills are not operated
they were months, is visiting his former home.
extensively,
owing to the fact that the moonshiners booked six months ahead, so I just He was promoted to chief of the medical
left." she declared.
are busily engaged in
corps.
taking care of
Six hours out she was found under
their grain and garden truck.
During a bed
Sept. 2.
L.
Roberts.
the day the men spend most of their
At first she thought
by
that
the
time in the little mountain villages.
ship’s officers were going to
NORTH SULLIVAN.
After nightfall, however, they gather make her work her way or put her In
MrB. Charlotte Stanley returned home
around the stills.
When darkness Irons, but she offered Roberts $86, the from Bar Harbor
Friday.
price of the passage, which he
comes the smoke from the fires is not
acceptMr. Orr and family of Aroostook are
visible and as a result detection Is not ed. and led her to a cabin which hapguests of his brother, George Orr.
pened to bo vacant.
easy.
Her husband, A1 B.
Robert Robertson left Sundaj for BlueThe mountaineers of the moonshine
Joy, a former
districts are simple-minded, but hos- machinist In the navy from whom she hill, where he will attend the fair.
has been absent one
J. B. Have/, who is employed in North
pitable. They will take the stranger
month, met her
when the vessel docked at
m. feed him and keep him
Jay, came home Saturday for a short visit.
pier 32.
overnight.
H[e is watched continually, however.
Mrs. Carrie Bragdon of Franklin is visMan Weighs 744 Pounds.
Th$s houses are mostly one-story log
iting her daughter, Mrs. Clyde Robertson.
cabins. There are no carpets and the
Bavid McGuire, seventy-four
years
Hinckley Robertson and wife went to
planks In the floors have wide cracks old. of Silver Lake, WIs.. hRS tbe
ropn. Bluehill Saturday for a few days with
between them.
Despite their illicit tatlon of being the world’s largest relatives.
business, the moonshiners are devont man. He weighs 744 pounds and
John Moran, wife and son Andy
of
churchgoers. Every Sunday they go to stands six feet seven inehes In
1
height Boston were dinner guests Tuesday of
ihe
nearest
chnrch.
Sometimes a It Is not very often that be stands or
Mrs. Catherine Robertson.
may meet an enemy in walks, however, as the giant hag too
H.
Sept. 1.
efiurch. They will leave the service much weight for his limbs to bear with
afld shoot at each other with big-cali- comfort.
WEST BROOKLIN.
ber revolvers. If one of the mountainRecently a specially fitted wagon
drawn by a single horse broke down
eers is lucky enough to survive the
Morris Bridges, who has been in the
^hooting affair, he may return to under his weight. Five farm hands naval reserve, is home.
church and hear the rest of the ser- strained their muscles to assist the
Mrs. Emma Carter is visiting in Pittsgiant back in the wagon.
mon.
field.
Agents for circuses, have made many
Lawsuits Popular In Mountains.
Miss Ruby Bridges, after a few weeks
The Moonshiners take great pleasure efforts to secure the services of the at
Opeeche, is home.
But he has turned down
in going to court. They will bring a fat man.
Mrs. Lillian Lufkin and four children
lawsuit against a neighbor on the their fabulous salaries, preferring to of
Belfast, are visiting here.
slightest pretense. The man who loses live quietly on his big farm.
Miss Drusilla Huff is visiting in Pittswill likely secure revenge by shooting
field.
France Has 550,000 Ruined
the winner.
Buildings
Aug. 26.
B.
There are 550.000 buildings to be reThe accurate shooting of the manufacturers of “mpuntaln dew” make it constructed in the devastated districts
difficult to arrest the moonshiners, and of northern France, according to staWorld's Egg Record.
tistics given to the chamber of
revenue officers have frequently hidden
depuIn an egg-laying competition In Ansties.
Three hundred thousand buildin the mountains until the mountainrralia a black Orpington hen laid 326
ings were destroyed and 250,000 were
eers have left the still before entereggs in 12 months, which is claimed to
,g the plants. The government agcStS ; partly demolished.
be a world’s record for any breed.
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Butler and family have returned
to Plainfield, Conn.
Cecil

Rev. M. A.

Frank
neuritis.
D. L.

Gordon and family have

re-

Limestone.
E.

Blaisdell

Tracey

and wife

on

has

are

the birth of

Rev. J. E. Blake and wife
his

father,

Capt.

been

ill

orable

of

receiving cona son, Tuesare

home

hearers

Millioocket

ter of

are

Chancy

visiting

her

hus-

discharge

from

overseas

service and

to

his

Delbert Tenney arrived Saturday to acprofessional
! company hom- his three children, who
at the Massachusetts general hospital.
have spent their vacation with their
(
Lloyd Havey, who has been overseas, grandmother, Mrs. Mabel F.
Tenney.
arrived home Saturday. He is visiting hi* I
; They left Monday for Boston.
! grandmother, Mrs. William Brown.
The Murch reunion was held at the
Fred Simpson and wife of Newton, liayside Urange
I
hall, Aug. 21. A picnic
| Mass., with Mrs. Charles Simpson and dinner was served. The officers* for this
Mrs. Herbert Cleaves of Sullivan, were in year are:
President, Mrs. M. ii. Murch;
her

Mrs. M. A. Browne will leave on her return to Washington, D. C., Thursday. She
will be accompanied by Mrs. H. G. Worcester, who, with her, will visit at Newport, N. H.
Charles

Stinson of Norfolk, Mass., who
years, re-

has been away from town ten
cently visited his old home.

Also

his

cousins, Mrs. F. L. Swan and Mrs. C. J.
Murch, and former friends.
William H. Ames and wife of Boston,
with Miss Hawkes and Mrs. Graves, were
calling on old friends here Saturday. Mr.
Ames was a member of the U. 8. coast
survey stationed here nearly forty years
ago. Not many whom be knew were left
to greet him.

vice-president, Mrs. Mabel Tenney; secretary and treasurer, Annie L. Murch.
Capt. Henry B. Holt is visiting his son,

Capt. Shirley Holt,manager of the Piscatnqua Kiver Towing Co., in Portsmouth, N.
H.
He was accompanied as far as Portland by his daughter, Mrs.
Byron Catlyn,
who has been visiting here for six weeks.
On his return be will make her a
visit,
and will also visit Walter
spector of boilers.

Blaisdell,

in-

wasVa family gathering at the
Capt. David F. Cloason and wife
Sunday. Those present were Walter A.
There

borne

| Wells,

of Dayton, <>
*
Byron Stevens and

canie

home in

hast

three

wife.

Mr.

to accoaspaoy tM wile

Cambridge,

Gainesville, Fla.,

Mas-

are

in

town.

Mrs. Andrew Howard
!

Katherine, with Henry
Miss Margaret Crann, of
arrived last week at Capt.
Miss

Crann

returned

diugnter
:i and

..

Oi
.James
home

I’rauns.
Tuesday.

Miss Louise Hawkins ga.• a piano
recital of her pupils at her home Saturday
afternoon.
Miss Huth Allen returned Monday to

Walpole, Mass., to teach.
Dr. Langdou Cbilcott of Bangor was in
town recently.
Fred Simpson and wife of Newton,
Mass., have been in town tbe past week.
Frank

Whitaker and wife of BaDgor
D. L. Perry and

recent guests of

were

wife.

or

wife and
and Cora,

recent

.*

Dr. Fred Stevens of Mi i.au i.et *#sin
town for the week-end.
Prof. Thomas Simpson a^J family ol

|

townvTbursday.

of

home. They leftlay.
Mrs. C. A. Stimson haturacU to her

course

j

Alton

and child

three children

good

K.
<uest

Alton

wife and

accompany
borne after a six-weeks’
visit with Mrs. Wells’ parents, Capt.
D. F. Closson and wife.

from

Sunday.
Miss Hilda Blaisdell left Thursday for
resume

Dr. Chandler of Boat
jas dosed
“Dalkeith” for the seuTbe last to
leave were Mrs. George Fuller and chit’
dren, ou Saturday.

He will leave for Millioocket
Saturday, to work for the electric light
company.
Walter A. W'ells of Dorchester, Mass.,

Friday

NSWS

SULLIVAN HARBOR
Mis» Louis© Man-hall ha* returned to
her home in Lewes, Dei.

is at home.

came

sermons on

Boston to

COUNTY

little riaugh-

parents, M. H. Murch and wife.
Her husband will join her this week for a
| visit.
Francis H. Murch has received his hon-

day.
their vacation. He gave

her

band’s

|

gratulations

cation with
Sadler.

Mrs. James E. Murchaud

FRANKLIN.

turned to

]

Miss Charlene

Wilson has returned to

Boston.

children, Pearl,
Dora
Miss Susie Haley of Orono ha? been*
of Dorchester, Mass.,
Mrs. Louis Farnham of
of Mrs. Charles H. Allen.
Portland, Mrs. guest
Orace Fullerton
of
George Osgood and family returned®
Ellsworth, Mrs.
Fannie Bowden, Mrs. Vera Closson and their home in
Ayer, Mass., Monday.
Sinoe Old Home day, the baseball play- two children, Eugene and
Kenneth,
R. K. Walters and wife of Upper Mo*
Closson
Dving
and
wife, and Uuy.Frances clair, N. J., are at “Abendruh.”
ers have renewed their former interest in
and Harry.
A picnic dinner
was
enthe game.
Last week they played the joyed.
Capt. David Conner and wife of
Hancock team, and were defeated. SaturC. A. C.
land are in town.
day they were scheduled to play the SulliSept. 1.
vans, but a downpour of rain prevented a
EAST SULLIVAN.

!•_

finish.

Spoonshiner

Sept.

1.

Capt.

Allen

B.
BAYS1DE.
Holt spent

a

tew

days

re-

cently at his home here.
Miss Pearl Holt of Machias is spending
a week with her mother.
Mrs. Paulina Duffy of Bluehill recently
visited her niece, Mrs. Irving L. Clossou.
Mrs. Edna Gray
and
daughter of
Brooksville visited her father, W. W.

York, recently.
Mrs. Willis Trim has gone to Millinocket to be with her husband, who is
employed there.

Mrs. Dora Conant returned to her home
Dedham, Mass., Tuesday, after sixweeks’ visit with her mother, Mrs. Mary
Betts.
I
Mrs. Justina A. Wells of
Dorchester,
| Mass., returned home Tuesday, after a va-

j

|

in

Miss Winona Young, who is visiting her aunt, Mrs. C. W. Doyle, is a
very popular young lady
these days,
having for exhibition a famjly of four
puppies just arrived.
Miss Quinn of Massachusetts ia the
guest of John G. Allen and wife. Mr.
Allen is here
is

spending

her

on

the

his

vacation.

summer, as
mother, Mrs. J. A. Dyer.

Mrs. Allen
usual, with

J. D. McMann announces the
marriage
daughter, Marie Alice, to William
Maurice Crane, at Fresno,
Cal., Aug. 14.
Mr. Crane is the youngest son of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred
J). Crane. Congratulations and best wishes are extended to
of his

the

young couple. The
Cranes were
former residents of this
place, and are
pleasantly remembered.
John Moran, wife and son
Ansly of
Boston
motored from
there, and are
guests at Herman E. Joy’s. Mrs. Moran
and Mrs. Joy are sisters.

WEST EDEN.
J. Lee Fogg and Mrs. Fogg visited in
Carmel recently.
Marvin Mayo has returned to AthoL

Mass.,

after two weeks at home.

F. P.

Paquet,

vacation

Athol,

who has been

enjoyin#4

to
with his family, has returned

Mass.

Ada Mayo has returned to Boston
Addie Robbins to Bath, after*
vacation here.
Miss

and

Mrs.

has moved his
i
Point to tbe place former
owned by the late J. E. Hamor.
Mr-*
Chauncey Sargent and aunts,
Lillian and June Sargent of Hardin®*
were guests of E. E. Sargent and
M.

W.

Humor

from Indian

recently.

Mr.

Sargent,

who

served

in

overseas, has received an honors
discharge and is visiting in Gardinernavy

Aug.

25.

4

